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How To Read This Book
Programming a computer is like driving a car — you learn how todo it by doing it, not by reading a book. But,
also like learning to drive, it helps to have someone show youwhich knobs to twist and how to point the car
(or program) in the direction you wish to go. That is the function of this book. I will try to show you how your
computer works, so you can learn to write programs yourself.

Driving a car takes muscles (but not much) to turn the steering wheel, push the pedals, and so on. Programming
a computer takes brains (but not much) to select the right instructions, anticipate the computer’s response, and so
on. Very few people do not have the necessary muscles to drivea car. Very few people do not have the necessary
brains to program a computer. You probably can do both (at least after you finish learning what is in this book and
if you already know how to drive).

You do not learn how to drive a car by sitting in your easy chairand waving your pinky in the air. You cannot
learn how to program a computer by sitting in your easy chair and “speed-reading” this book. Plan on taking a
couple hours or even a couple evenings on each chapter (except the first two, which are not very difficult). When
you finish this book, you will know more about programming your computer than most computer hobbyists.

Beginning withI/O and Branches, each chapter has a number of little programs which illustrate some feature
of your computer. Put the program into your computer and run it (The ELF II tells you how to do this, in case
you do not already know). The best way to understand each concept is to see it in use. Try to understand what is
happening and why. To help your thinking, I will ask questions about what you see. Try to answer the questions
before you go on, but if you are confused (and in this businesswe all are confused at some time or another), read a
couple more sentences and I will try to give you some clues, oranswer the question myself, but in different words.
You should not try to go on to the next topic before you understand the previous one — you will only become
more confused.

I have tried to arrange this book so that every concept is built on the previous concepts. There is no need for
“forward references”. Each time I introduce a new term or jargon word, I give a definition. The word is printed in
boldfaceso you can find it easily.

There is one more thing you should keep in mind when doing the problems in this book. The computer is not
as smart as you are, and it will do just exactly what you tell itto do, even if you did not mean to tell it to do that. If
the computer does not do what you think it should have done, 99.99% of the time it is because you did not tell it
to do what you wanted. All of the programs in this book have been tested, and they work correctly. If you think a
program is not doing what it should, check to be sure you put itin correctly. It is all too easy to read the letter B as
the numeral 8 in the book (and vice versa), or to confuse the letter B for a 6 on the computer’s output. Check your
program in the computer against the book. Then check the bookagainst the program in memory. If they match, it
may be that you do not understand what is happening, so re-read the previous section(s).

Finally, don’t let me scare you away. The computer is a lot of fun, once you get the hang of it. It is a thrill
without equal to be able to command a machine to do some complicated task and to have that machine obey your
every command. So relax, and readWhat Is A Computer.
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Chapter 1. What Is A Computer
First, what isnot a computer? The $10 calculator you can get at the local variety store is not a computer. That
super sewing machine that Aunt Mary just got is not a computer. The noisy teletypewriter in the Realtor’s office
is not a computer. The spinning tapes you see on TV are not a computer. There may be computers related to these
things, but what you see is not the computer. What is?

A computer is a device which automatically performs an arbitrary sequence of operations on Data. The tele-
typewriter in the Realtor’s office automatically performs asequence of operations on data, but it is not an arbitrary
sequence; you cannot cause it to perform a different sequence of operations tomorrow. The pocket calculator per-
forms an arbitrary sequence of operations on data, but it is not automatic; you have to push a button for each
operation. Note, however, that the more expensive “programmable” calculators in the strictest sense are comput-
ers, because you can set up a sequence of steps for it to follow, and it will do so automatically. The sewing machine
can automatically perform a sequence of operations, but it operates on cloth and thread, not on data. What then is
Data?

Data are the answers to questions. The answer may be numerical (Question: What is the result of adding 7
to 3, then dividing by 8? Answer: 1.25. Question: What is the fourth counting number? Answer: 4.) or logical
(Question: If all men are mortal and Socrates is a man, is Socrates mortal? Answer: True.) or the answer may be
a sequence of letters of the alphabet (Question: How is my name spelled? Answer: "Tom".). The answer may be
long (Question: How did Columbus come to America? Answer: Inthree ships, the Pinta, the Nina, and the Santa
Maria, which were paid for by the Spanish royal government in1492, etc...) or very short (Question: How many
apples are in an empty paper bag? Answer: 0.). A single Datum may be the answer to several questions at once
(Questions: Who was the 38th President of the United States?What is the name of the second largest automobile
maker in the world? How do you cross a shallow stream when there is no bridge? Answer to all three: Ford) or
it may be the answer to a question nobody thought of asking: (Question: ? Answer: "@+!*=".). It is data if there
could be at least one question for which these are the answers.

When the computer is not actually operating on it, the data iskept inmemory. This is just as you might keep all
the answers you know in your mind’s memory. We often say the data isstored in the memory. For convenience,
the memory is organized into a number ofwords, all the same size. A word may contain one answer or it may
contain several small answers; large answers often requiremany words in memory. The smallest answer we can
possibly have in a computer is either a “yes” or a “no”. This isthe same size as 0 or 1, True or False, Hot or Cold,
or any other answer to a question which has only two possible answers. The amount of memory needed to store
one of these smallest answers is called abit . Each word in the computer memory is some fixed number of bits,
say 8 or 16 or 60; the size of the computer word is determined bythe person who designed the computer.

Most computers have several different kinds of memory. One kind is calledRAM and will have hundreds or
(usually) thousands of words. Another kind is calledfile storageand may have a million or more words, but it is
harder for the computer to use this memory; more about this later. A third type of memory which most computers
have is very easy for the computer to use. It is calledregisters, and there are usually only a few words of these.
Often we tell computers apart by the number and kinds of registers they have.

Among the computer’s registers, one (or sometimes several)is particularly important, because it holds the
answer the computer is working on at any particular instant.Such a register is usually called anaccumulator. It
is normally a single word in the computer, and almost everything the computer is able to do to its data, it does to
the data in the accumulator. I will mention some other usefulregisters shortly.

With thousands of words of data in memory (and we usually meanRAM when we say “memory”), one very
important question to be answered is, “Where is the word I want?” We answer this question by numbering the
words in memory, starting with zero (this turns out to be easier for the computer than starting at one). The number
of each word is called itsaddress, something like the number on your house. Obviously, every answer stored in
memory has another answer associated with it, namely, “Whatis its address?” Often there are special registers in
the computer that are particularly suited to holding this kind of data, that is, the addresses of other data stored in
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Chapter 1. What Is A Computer

memory. We sometimes call theseaddress registers. The computer is able to operate on the data in the address
registers also.

Another very important kind of data in the computer memory answers the question, “What operation will
the computer perform next?” This is important because we control the sequence of operations the computer
performs by the proper arrangement of this particular kind of data. Each datum which answers the question,
“What operation should the computer perform?” is called anInstruction , because it “instructs” the computer in
its task. The whole sequence of instructions is called a Program. Of course there is an address register that points
to the next instruction the computer will obey. This register is called theProgram Counter or PC. Notice that
the only difference between the data which you consider to bethe answers to your questions and the data which
are the answers to the computer’s questions about what to do next is this: Who is doing the asking? When the
computer asks, “What next?” the answer that comes out of memory is, by definition, an instruction. When the
computer asks for data to operate on according to your program, the answer that comes out of memory is not
an instruction, but “real data”. (People usually prefer to say that the program is not data so we can use the word
“data” to mean the answers toour questions, not those of the computer.)

When a computer is operating normally, we say it isrunning . It continually goes through the following pair
of steps: First, the Program Counter is used to address an instruction; that is, the computer looks at the word in
memory whose address is in the PC. This is called theinstruction fetch. If the instruction occupies more than
one word, all the words of this instruction are fetched. The PC is incremented(added to) by the number of words
in the instruction, so that it now points to (i.e. addresses)the next sequential instruction in the program. Second,
the computer performs orexecutesthe operation specified by the instruction just fetched. Thecomputer repeats
this fetch-execute cycle for the next instruction, and so on, many thousands and millions of times.

The continuous repetition of the fetch-execute cycles in the computer may seem a little monotonous, until you
realize that the instructions being executed are quite varied, and their sequence can make for programs having
widely differing results. There are, for example, instructions to copy a datum from someplace in memory into the
accumulator and others to copy the datum in the accumulator into some memory word; we call theseloadsand
stores. There are instructions to add data to or subtract data from the accumulator, or to perform certain logical
operations on it (which we will describe in detail inArithmetic and Logic). There are instructions to manipulate
the data in the other registers. Perhaps most important, there are instructions which can change the contents of
the Program Counter; we call thesebranches. I/O and Branchescovers these in some detail, but for now it is
important to realize that the computer is able to alter its own sequence of program execution. Finally, there are
instructions which interact with the outside world.

Up to now we have not mentioned how data gets into or out of the computer. I suppose it would still be a
computer if it had no way to pass data out to the rest of the world or to accept new data to operate on, but it would
not be worth much (a few of the really fast super-computers work this way, but they cheat). We mortals need what
we callInput/Output or I/O .

Input refers to the way data gets into the computer. Usually the computer will have special registers which
can be loaded with data from some external source, and perhaps some instructions by which the computer is able
to copy this data into its internal memory.Output is the reverse operation: Some type of instruction enables the
computer to copy data from its internal memory into special output registers, which the outside world is able to
examine. Often these special Input and Output registers arecalled I/O ports . Input might come from a human
being (such as some buttons or switches or a typewriter-likekeyboard), or it may come from special equipment
which operates the file storage. Similarly, output may go to lights for humans to look at, or perhaps to control the
picture on a TV set; it may also go to the file storage.

Most file storage, as I mentioned earlier, is more difficult for the computer to use than its internal memory
(RAM and registers). This is because it tends to be relatively slow, and the computer must pick off (on input) or
send (on output) the words one at a time, at the right speed. Ifthe file consists of magnetic tape (such as used with
audio cassette systems) the speed may also depend on the human who is operating the controls.

In summary, then, we have seen that a computer consists of some kind of control mechanism (we really did
not talk much about it, only assumed that it existed), and a memory consisting of registers and RAM, and some
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Chapter 1. What Is A Computer

I/O. Perhaps there may be some file memory attached to the I/O.The computer operates on some of the data in
memory, according to instructions in another part of the memory called the program.

In the next chapter we will look at a particular computer, andsee how it fits with this generalized picture.
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Chapter 2. The ELF II
A microprocessor is an electronic device which is physically very small (hence the name “micro-” from the
Greek word meaning small) which contains the heart of a computer. In fact, it is the complete computer except
for the RAM and the I/O. There are many different microprocessors around, but we will be looking only at one:
the RCA 1802. Everything I said inWhat Is A Computeris true of all computers, including all microprocessors.
Most of what I say in this chapter is specific to the 1802, and much of it is limited to a particular computer, the
Netronics ELF II, which contains an 1802 microprocessor.

The 1802 has a word size of 8 bits. All data in this computer comes in 8-bit pieces, which we callbytes. One
byte can contain a single letter of the alphabet (or other typewriter character) or a small number (between 0 and
255). Most of the instructions for the 1802 will also fit into one byte each.

The basic ELF II comes with 256 bytes (or words) of RAM. You canbuy more memory to expand this to
65,536 bytes. Inside the 1802 there are 20 registers, more orless. The lack of precision here is due to the fact that
some of these registers are not accessible to you as the programmer and you may as well assume they do not exist;
while others are not exactly one byte in size and might be counted once or twice, depending on your inclination.
Instead of counting them, let us see exactly what the registers are, and what they can do in the computer:

D

This is the Accumulator. It is one byte (eight bits) and as we mentioned inWhat Is A Computer, all
the data that the computer manipulates for us is operated on in theD register. Just how important this
register is will be seen in the following chapters as we look at the instructions.

R0-RF

There are sixteen 16-bit Address registers in the 1802 (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/CDP1802). 16 bits
can store any number between 0 and 65,535 so an address register is able to point to any single byte
in the maximum amount of memory that the ELF II can handle. These are general-purpose address
registers, and there are few restrictions on what they can address (i.e. point to) in memory. The Program
Counter can be any one of them (you decide which). Others may point to data being computed, while
still others may simply be temporary data storage and not used as addresses at all. We number these
registersR0, R1, R2, . . . RE, RF (using hexadecimal notation: 10=A, 11=B, 12=C, 13=D, 14=E,and
15=F; for a full description of hexadecimal notation seeBinary and Hexadecimal Numbers). Thus, we
can also address the address registers.

P

This is a 4-bit register which is the address of one of the address registers. Whichever registerP points
to is the Program Counter. Note thatP is not the PC; it only points to the PC. The PC register in turn
points to some byte in RAM, which is the next instruction to beexecuted. Since there are 16 address
registers, four bits is exactly the right size to uniquely identify one of them. There are a few instructions
in the 1802 which can modifyP, but there are many instructions which affect the address registerP
points to.

X

This is another 4-bit register that points to an address register. The address register pointed to byX is
used by the 1802 (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/CDP1802)to address a byte in memory for most of the
arithmetic and logical instructions, as well as the I/O instructions and certain others involving loads and
stores.

T

This 8-bit register is for temporary storage ofP and X. It is built into the 1802
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Chapter 2. The ELF II

(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/CDP1802), but its use is very limited. There is only one instruction which
storesT into memory, and no good way to load data intoT. For now, just assume thatT does not exist.

I, N

These two 4-bit registers together are sometimes called theInstruction Register, and they always hold
the instruction the computer is currently executing. Sinceyou, the programmer, have no say in how
the instruction register is used, you may as well forget it exists. I only mention it because all the refer-
ence manuals for the 1802 (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/CDP1802) make a big deal about theI and N
registers; just ignore them.

DF

This is a single bit register in which is stored part of the result of arithmetic and some logical operations.
It is normally called the Carry bit and I usually like to abbreviate it “C”; but RCA calls it “DF”, soDF
it is. We will discuss howDF is used more fully in the following chapters.

IE

This is a another one-bit register in the computer which remembers whether the computer will allow I/O
devices to affect its operation without executing I/O instructions. When something like this happens (in-
tentionally) we say the computer has beeninterrupted , and the bit that says whether the computer will
let that happen is called theInterrupt Enable flag . The 1802 (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/CDP1802)
has instructions to set this flag to “yes” or “no”, and to ask what its current state (answer) is. The use of
this flag is discussed more fully inControl Instructions, when we talk about interrupts.

There are several varieties of instructions the 1802 (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/CDP1802) can execute. All
begin with a single byte, which defines what the computer is todo when it executes this instruction. We call this
byte theOpcode. Recall that a single byte can contain a number between 0 and 255; it is often convenient to
number all the possible instructions, so that each one is associated with some number in that range. This is in
fact exactly the same as looking at the opcode of an instruction and thinking of it as a number instead of as an
instruction. For example, a particular byte in memory mighthave the bit pattern “01010011”. If we think of it as
a number, we would say it is 53 in hexadecimal (which is 83 in decimal). If we think of it as a letter, we would
say it is the ASCII code for the letter S. If we think instead ofit as an instruction opcode, we would say it is the
STR R3 instruction which tells the computer to storeD into the RAM byte pointed to byR3(address register 3).
There are many other questions this one-byte datum could be the answer to, but they do not concern us here. The
point is that instruction number 83 is a particular store instruction which uses address register 3.

Some of the bits in the opcode tell the computer what kind of instruction it is, while others may select one of
the registers or further specify the operation. In the case of the 01010011 byte, the first four bits tell the 1802
(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/CDP1802) that this is a store instruction, and the last four bits point to an address
register. Thus all of the opcodes from 80 through 95 are storeinstructions, using different address registers.

Some of the instructions come with data attached. The 1802 (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/CDP1802) can tell
which these are by the particular bits in the opcode, so it knows to go back to memory for another byte. Other
opcodes contain bits that tell the computer that there is an address (or a piece of an address) attached to the
instruction, so the 1802 (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/CDP1802) goes back to RAM for one or two more bytes
as part of this instruction. When I describe each instruction, I will tell you exactly how many bytes the 1802
(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/CDP1802) will expect to come with its opcode.

In a similar way, some of the instructions depend onX to indicate which address register to use, while others
(like the store instruction mentioned) have that information as part of the opcode. Still others do not directly use
any address register. Here also I will give the details when Idescribe the instructions.

In Chapters 3-6 we will be looking at exactly how the 1802 (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/CDP1802) in the ELF
II executes each instruction in its repertoire (the list of instructions the computer knows how to execute). But first
let us get a general notion of how the computer works.
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Chapter 2. The ELF II

Look at your ELF II. You will notice three toggle switches (orpossibly locking pushbuttons) on the right
hand side near the edge of the board; the bottom switch (closest to you) is labeledM/P for “Memory Protect”.
When this switch is on (positioned away from you in the direction of the little arrow, or locked down), the RAM
memory is protected from being accidentally changed by you or the computer; in other words, while the switch is
on, nothing new can be stored into memory, even by those instructions or operations which normally would store
into it.

The next switch is labeledLOAD , and is used to load data (and programs) into the computer before
running. This switch works with the third switch, labeledRUN. When both theLOAD and RUN switches
are off (towards you), the computer isreset, that is, put into a known initial state or condition. This isso that
the computer will always start executing the first instruction of the program. Specifically, when the 1802
(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/CDP1802) is reset,X andPare both set to point to #R0;, which is also set to zero so
that it will point to the first byte in memory.IE is also set to the enabled state, but that does not concern us now.

When the switches are in the combinationRUN off, LOAD on, M/P off, the computer is able to manually
load bytes from the hex keypad. You push the keys corresponding to the hex code of the byte you want en-
tered, then push theI (for “Input”) key once. The byte that was entered into memoryshows up on the two-digit
hex display just above the keypad. For the next byte you repeat the sequence. We will call this combination
of the switches theLoad mode. The 1802 (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/CDP1802), whenoperated in this way,
uses address registerR0 to point to the memory byte to be loaded next. Since this register is inside the 1802
(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/CDP1802) you cannot see it, so you have to count the number of times you push the
I key to know which memory byte will be loaded next. Later I willshow you a few tricks to make it a little easier
to know where you are. If you entered the Load mode from theReset state(bothRUN andLOAD off), you know
thatR0 points to memory address 0, which is the first location in memory. Therefore the first byte you enter will
go into memory location 0, the second byte will go into location 1, the third into location 2, etc. If you ever lose
count, you probably have to reset the computer (turn theLOAD switch off, then back on) and start over. I have
done this many times myself, so you should not feel badly if this happens to you rather often.

You recall I said that theM/P switch protects memory from both the computer and you. Let’stalk about you.
If you enter the Load mode and then turn theM/P switch on, you will find that the computer thinks it is loading
bytes into memory, but since memory is not changing, what yousee on the hex display is not what you loaded, but
what was there before. This is a convenient way to examine thecontents of memory, so we’ll call it theExamine
mode. You can turn theM/P switch on and off as often as you like, thus switching betweenthe load mode and
the examine mode. Doing this does not affectR0 (you have to reset the computer for that), so you can examine
a few bytes, store something new into the next byte, then go back to looking at what is already there after that.
Thus if you make a mistake on the 13th byte of your program, youcan correct the mistake without re-keying the
whole program by resetting, examining the first 12 bytes (youalready know they are right, but you can look at
them anyway), then loading the 13th byte, and continuing. You will probably find that you make more than one
mistake in a single program, so it is best to save all your fixups for a single pass. This way you only need to step
through memory three or four times; once to load the originalprogram, once to examine it and see where all the
errors are, once to correct those errors, then finally one more time to make sure you got them all right. Obviously
it is very important that you write down on a piece of paper exactly what hex codes you are going to put into each
memory byte. More on this later.

After loading your program into the ELF II you probably want the computer to execute it. This is done by
settingRUN on, andLOAD off. We will call this theRun mode. It is generally best to enter the Run mode from
the Reset state. That is, turn both switches off, then turn the RUN switch on. SinceP is 0 and address registerR0
is also 0, the first instruction to be executed will be the byteyou loaded into location 0. The second instruction
will be the byte you loaded into location 1 (unless the first instruction was more than one byte; in that case the
second instruction may come from memory location 2 or 3). Chapters 3-6 are a detailed description of how each
instruction is executed, so I will say no more at this time.

The fourth possible combination of theRUN andLOAD switches is both on. This is called theWait state
because it is used to stop the computer from executing without resetting it. If you put the computer back in the
Run mode, it will continue where it left off. Wait will also stop the computer from proceeding in the Load mode,
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Chapter 2. The ELF II

but that is not of much value, since it is normally waiting foryou to push theI key anyway. You cannot depend
on switching the computer from Load to Run, or from Run to Loadby going through Wait, because whatever the
computer is doing when it enters the Wait state is not finished, and so it may not be able to properly start up in the
other mode.

All of the programs given as examples in this book follow a fixed format. After you have used this format for a
while you will begin to find that reading programs written in this format is much easier than when they are some
other format. I strongly urge you to use the same format, at least until you get used to programming and find
something better.Appendix Cin the back of this book is a blank page ruled for coding this format; you may wish
to use it to make several photocopies, or you may prefer to buyone or more pads of ruled forms from Netronics.

The Coding Form is divided into six columns, identified as: Location, Code, Label, Mnemonic, Operand, and
Comments.

Location

The Location field is a four-digit hexadecimal number corresponding to the memory address of the byte
on this line. On the forms, only the first line has all four digits, since the first three digits will be the
same for every byte on the page. Also, the fourth digit is pre-numbered on the form to save you some
writing.

Object

The Code field is a two-digit hexadecimal value representingthe byte to be stored into that location
in memory. Sometimes we will collapse several bytes into a single line if they are part of a single
instruction.

Label

The Label field is used to give names to certain memory locations. This is for your benefit, so you can
choose names to remind you what is important about this address.

Mnemonic

The Mnemonic (pronounced “knee-MAW-nick”) field contains the two- three- or four-letter name of
the instruction which is in this position. This is also for your benefit. The word “mnemonic” is derived
from the name of the Greek goddess of memory, and the instruction mnemonic is a short, easily remem-
bered, abbreviation of the full name of the instruction. When we talk about instructions in the following
chapters we will normally use the mnemonic rather than the hex code. The only purpose of the hex
object codes is to load the program into memory.

Operand

The Operand field is used to write down any information about this instruction that is not already implied
in the mnemonic. We write it on the same line as the mnemonic, even though it may correspond to a byte
in the next location of memory. This way all of the human-readable information about one instruction
is on the same line.

Comments

The last field on the form is the largest, and you are expected to do the most writing in that part. It
is called the Comments field, because here you explain to the world (or to yourself next week) what
the program is supposed to do and why. Once you fully understand the operation of each instruction
you should not be merely repeating in the comments what is obvious from the mnemonic. Instead you
should use this space to explain what you think is in the registers, or where the data came from, or what
you expect to do with the data three pages later. Write it as ifto explain how the program works to
someone who understands how the computer works (unless you are dealing with some obscure feature
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Chapter 2. The ELF II

of the hardware that nobody understands), but who does not know what this program is supposed to do
with the data or why; that person will be you, in six weeks.I know!

Those of you who are familiar with computers will immediately recognize that the format I am recommending
is that printed out by computers when they run an Assembler program. An Assembler is a program that takes as
input data, the human-readable version of a program (labels, mnemonics, operands, and comments) and outputs
the appropriate machine language code with its addresses. When you start writing large programs, you may find
one of these helpful.

EXERCISES

1. Reset your ELF II, then put it into the Load mode. Key inExample 2-1, remembering to enter only the
hex object code, not the addresses or mnemonics or labels. Donot worry about what is in memory after
the end of the program (though you may want to examine some of it, just to see what it looks like). Reset
the computer and put it into the Examine mode and check your work. When you have it in correctly,
reset the computer again. Leaving theM/P switch on, put it in the Run mode for a few seconds, then
reset the computer again and examine memory. Did anything change? (Hint: Take another look at the
part of memory after your program.)

Now reset it, turn theM/P switch off, then run the program. Examine memory again. Whathappened
to the program? What about the rest of memory? We call this program aMemory Clear, because it
clears (almost) all of memory to zeros. Notice that most of the program is still there! Occasionally I will
suggest that you clear memory before trying some experiment; by that I mean, putExample 2-1in and
run it.

By the way, don’t worry about trying to understand these programs right now. I will explain how they
work in Arithmetic and Logic.

2. Now key inExample 2-2. Run it, then examine memory. How is this different from the Clear? If you do
not particularly care what is in the part of RAM you are not using, this gives you a convenient way to
step through memory without losing count. It also may help you to find bytes that are stored in strange
parts of RAM (this often happens if you make a mistake in writing or keying in a program). We call this
program aMemory Sequencerbecause it stores a sequence of numbers in (most of) memory.

3. This exercise will help you to understand the Wait mode. Key in Example 2-3and run it. Once every
three or four seconds the Q light (next to the hex display) should blink briefly. After you have a feel for
the timing of the blink, put the computer into the Wait state.Notice that the blinking stops. Return to the
Run mode, and see that the time remaining to the next blink is finished out, but the blinking continues.
This is easier to see if you flip the switch (into Wait) just before the next blink. You might, just for fun,
try to hit the Wait switch while the blink is still on. This is quite difficult because it is only on for 1/80th
of a second or so. InI/O and Branchesyou will learn how to turn the Q light on and off yourself, or
rather how to instruct the computer to do it when you want it to.

Example 2-1. Memory Clear

1 0000: 90 clear: ghi 0 ; Register 0 has 0001
2 0001: ae plo 14 ; Make RE=0000
3 0002: be phi 14
4 0003: ee loop: sex 14 ; Each time, R14 is -1
5 0004: 73 stxd ; D still has 00
6 0005: 30 03 br loop ; Go back for another

0000h: CLEAR - ( 1)
0003h: LOOP - ( 4) 6 6
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Example 2-2. Memory Sequencer

1 0000: 90 seq: ghi 0 ; This part is
2 0001: ae plo 14 ; just like clear
3 0002: be phi 14
4 0003: ee loop: sex 14
5 0004: 8e glo 14 ; This is address value
6 0005: 73 stxd ; so DATA=ADDRESS
7 0006: 30 03 br loop ; Repeat until done

0003h: LOOP - ( 4) 7 7
0000h: SEQ - ( 1)

Example 2-3. Slow Blink

1 0000: 91 blink: ghi 1 ; Look at timer in R1
2 0001: ce lsz ; Is zero only 1/256
3 0002: 7a req ; If not 00, Q OFF
4 0003: 38 skp
5 0004: 7b seq ; While zero, Q ON
6 0005: 11 inc 1 ; Bump counter
7 0006: 30 00 br blink ; Then repeat

0000h: BLINK - ( 1) 7 7
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Chapter 3. I/O and Branches
Beginning in this chapter, every program I introduce will consist only of instructions you know about and at most
one new instruction (which will be marked with a double asterisk **). This way you can be sure you understand
exactly what the new instruction is doing. Each program willbe designed to give you a feel about what this
instruction does, and how it might be expected to work together with other instructions. Do not advance to the
next program until you fully understand all the material that goes before it.

Each instruction is presented in a standard format. First I will give you a test program which you can key into
your ELF II to demonstrate the operation of the particular instruction. Associated with this program will be a
discussion of just what you should look for when running thisprogram, and perhaps some hints about further
experiments. Following this will be a formal definition of the instruction for future reference. This will have a title
line in bold face with the instruction mnemonic, hex opcode,the type of operand (if any), and a short descriptive
name. The following are the operand types which the 1802 (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/CDP1802) uses, but do
not be overly concerned about understanding them now; I willexplain each one when you first use it:

-- (No operand)

r Address register,R0-RF

p I/O Port number, 1-7

b Immediate data byte

a One-byte address

aa Two-byte address

Let us start with a very simple program. It has one byte:

Example 3-1. Test IDL

1 0000: 00 idl ; **

Key this program into your ELF II, then switch it to Run mode. Did you see anything happen? Try pushing some
of the keys. Any results? If you put this instruction in carefully, the computer should just sit there doing nothing,
idle. In fact, the instruction is called the IDLE instruction, because it stops the computer. Since this program does
nothing else, there is nothing to see. How can you tell the computer is actually stopped? You can’t; you have to
take my word for it. It is important that you realize that the ELF II does not tell you it has stopped. If you had
an oscilloscope you could look at the SC0 line on the CPU chip;it toggles up and down while the computer is
running; you might even want to wire up an LED to tell you that it is toggling, so that you will know when your
computer has stopped. That is outside the scope of this book,so for now, you have to believe that theIDL ("00")
instruction really does what it is supposed to. Later on we will try some experiments to see how it differs from the
other instructions.

IDL Idle 00
-------------------------------------------------------------
Stop the execution of instructions, and wait for an interrupt
or DMA to resume.

Now that you understand all about theIDL ("00") instruction, we will use it at the end of the next test program:

Example 3-2. Test SEQ

1 0000: 7b seq ; **
2 0001: 00 idl ; Stop
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Key this program in, and run it. What happened? Obviously, since there is only one more instruction than in
the previous program, that instruction is what causes the Q light to go on. The Q is a kind of funny bit of memory
inside the 1802 (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/CDP1802)which is connected to the outside world. Therefore we
can say thatSEQ ("7B") is an Output instruction: It outputs a “1” or “yes” or “on” to that part of the circuit that
lights the little LED.

SEQ Set Q 7B
-------------------------------------------------------------
Set the Q flip-flop in the 1802 on, and set the Q output pin
high.

You will notice that this next program looks very similar:

Example 3-3. Test REQ

1 0000: 7a req ; **
2 0001: 00 idl ; Stop

When you run this program, what happens to Q? You say you cannot tell the difference between this program
and the first one? That is because Q is being set to “0” or “off” by theREQ ("7A") instruction, but it is already
off because Reset turns it off. Moral of the story: If an instruction commands the computer to do something that
has already been done, it does it again, but you have no way of being sure of the fact. Try this program instead:

Example 3-4. Test REQ after SEQ

1 0000: 7b seq ; Turn it on first
2 0001: 7a req ; Turn it off again
3 0002: 00 idl ; Then stop

When you run this program, turn the lights out in the room and put your thumb over the hex digit display, then
flip theRun switch on while watching the Q light carefully. You might seea very faint blink of light. Computers
are fast! If you do not see anything, try 50 or 100SEQ ("7B")’s followed by oneREQ ("7A") and theIDL ("00");
a 1 millisecond flash of light is easier to see than 11 microseconds. The point is, theSEQ ("7B") turned the Q
light on, then theREQ ("7A") turned it off. Thus theREQ ("7A") is also a sort of output instruction.

REQ Reset Q 7A
-------------------------------------------------------------
Turn the Q flip-flop in the 1802 off, and set the Q output
pin low.

Now the computer is able to tell us about what it is doing. Let’s complete the loop by looking at an input
instruction.

Example 3-5. Test B4

1 0000: 7b seq ; Tell the world
2 0001: 37 04 b4 4 ; **
3 0003: 7a req ; Turn Q off
4 0004: 00 idl ; Stop

When you key in this program and run it, what happens to Q? Doesit look any different from program
Example 3-4? Now reset the computer, and while holding theI key depressed, flip it into Run mode again. What
happened to Q this time? Why did it not go off? To convince yourself that theI key has no effect on theREQ
("7A") instruction, put programExample 3-4back in, and run it with theI key depressed. Obviously, the new
instruction we added in programExample 3-5is somehow looking at theI key, and making theREQ ("7A")
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instruction not work. For the next experiment, clear memory(i.e. run programExample 2-1, or key in 256 00’s
by hand). Then key in this program:

Example 3-6. Test B4 destination

1 0000: 7b seq ; Turn it on
2 0001: 37 12 b4 18 ; **
3 0003: 7a req ; Turn Q off
4 0004: 00 idl ; Stop here
5 0005: 00 idl ; (space filler)
6 0006: 00 idl
7 0007: 00 idl
8 0008: 00 idl
9 0009: 00 idl

10 000a: 00 idl
11 000b: 00 idl
12 000c: 7a req ; Q off here too
13 000d: 00 idl ; Stop also
14 000e: 00 idl ; Etc...

Be sure you count theIDL ("00")’s very carefully when you key this program in. Now when you run it, Q
should blink on and then off (you may not see it blink in brightlight) whether you start with theI key depressed
or not. Now go in and modify the third byte of this program (thehex 12 in memory location 0002) to hex 13, and
try again. Notice that now the Q light stays on if you run the program withI depressed. Now change memory
location 0013 (this is the 20th byte, which is the next one after theREQ ("7A") in location 0012) fromIDL ("00")
(00) toREQ ("7A") (hex 7A), and try the program again. Finally, change theREQ ("7A") in memory location
0003 to anIDL ("00") (00) and run the program to see how pressing theI key affects it. By now you should have
noticed that when theI key is not pressed, the next instruction after theB4 is executed in sequence, but if theI
key is pressed the next instruction to be executed is the one whose address is in the byte immediately following
theB4 opcode. If you are not yet convinced of this, try putting anSEQ ("7B") at any place in the first 256 bytes
of memory you like, with zeros (IDL ("00") instructions) elsewhere, and aB4 instruction (hex 37) in the first
byte. When the second byte has the hexadecimal equivalent ofthe location where you put theSEQ ("7B"), then
running the program withI depressed turns Q on; otherwise Q stays off.

We call theB4 abranch instruction because the flow of program execution takes one branch of a fork whenB4
is executed. That is, depending somehow on theI key, the computer either takes the next instruction in sequence,
or it starts executing instructions from some other part of memory. The exact place in memory where it goes for
that next instruction is defined in the byte immediately following the opcode, and the two bytes together are one
instruction.

We also say that theB4 instruction is an Input instruction, because it causes the internal memory of the computer
to change depending on conditions external to the computer itself. In this case the memory that is changed is the
Program Counter register. The external condition that the 1802 (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/CDP1802) sees is
calledEF4 (for External Flag 4). If you look on the schematic for the ELFII computer, you will see that theI key
is connected (somewhat indirectly) to the EF4 pin on the CPU.As you might guess, there are also EF1, EF2 and
EF3 pins, but on the basic ELF II some of these are not connected to anything, and others are hard to observe. I
hope you can assume thatB1, B2, andB3 work the same way asB4, but look instead at their own EF lines.

B1 a Branch on External Flag 1 34 aa
B2 a Branch on External Flag 2 35 aa
B3 a Branch on External Flag 3 36 aa
B4 a Branch on External Flag 4 37 aa
-------------------------------------------------------------
If the corresponding external flag line is True (i.e. the
pin is electrically low), then take as the next instruction
the one found at the address which is in the second byte of
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the instruction. If the flag is False, advance to the next
instruction in sequence and ignore the address in the second
byte of this instruction.

We say “the branch is taken” when the address is used to determine the location in memory of the next instruc-
tion. You will recall that the PC is actually a 16-bit register, but there are only 8 bits in the address part of theB4
instruction. We cheat a little bit here; the low 8 bits of the PC get replaced by the branch address, and the high 8
bits are left unchanged. Later in this chapter we will look atbranch instructions that replace the entire PC with a
new address.

All of the conditional branches in the 1802 have a matched setof branches which test for the reverse condition.
In other words, instead of testing for EF4 true asB4 does, we can also test for EF4 false. If you want to see how
this works, put programExample 3-5or Example 3-6back into the computer, but change the 37 to 3F and see
how it runs differently. As you become familiar with the 1802(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/CDP1802) instruction
set, you will discover that the branch instructions are paired in such a way that the true version differs from the
false version in only one bit position of the opcode; that bitis 0 for the branch if true, 1 for the branch if false.

BN1 a Branch on Not External Flag 1 3C aa
BN2 a Branch on Not External Flag 2 3D aa
BN3 a Branch on Not External Flag 3 3E aa
BN4 a Branch on Not External Flag 4 3F aa
-------------------------------------------------------------
If the corresponding external flag line is False (i.e. the
pin is high electrically), then take as the next instruction
the one found at the address which is in the second byte of
the instruction. If the flag is True, advance to the next
instruction in sequence and ignore the address in the second
byte of this instruction.

Well you might say, if the 1802 (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/CDP1802) can branch when a condition is true,
and it can branch when the condition is false, is there some way we can convince it to branch always? The answer
is obviously yes, as the next program shows:

Example 3-7. Test BR

1 0000: 7a req ; Q off
2 0001: 3f 04 bn4 4 ; Test EF4
3 0003: 7b seq ; Q on if EF4
4 0004: 30 00 br 0 ; **

When you first run this program, it will not look particularlydifferent from the other programs that do nothing.
But now, push theI key without resetting the computer, then release it. What happened to the Q light? The
computer did not stop! When the program counter reached location 0004, it simply branched back to location
0000 and repeated what it had just done. We call this a loop. Notice that every time through the loop Q is turned
off, but only if EF4 is true (i.e. theBN4 does not branch) is it turned on. If Q is turned off every time through
the loop, why is it on (unblinking) when the program is running? To help answer that question, try flipping the
computer into the wait state a few times while you hold theI key down. Notice how sometimes the Q goes off
and sometimes it gets just a little brighter. What you are doing is stopping the computer at various points in the
loop. Can you predict which times Q will be on when you stop it?(I can’t).

BR a Branch unconditionally 30 aa
-------------------------------------------------------------
Take as the next instruction, the one whose address is the
second byte of the BR instruction.
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As I said earlier, the two-byte branch instructions only have one byte of address with which to modify the PC.
The 1802 also has three-byte branch instructions which replace the entire PC with the contents of the two bytes
following the opcode; the first byte is the most significant eight bits, and the second is the least significant eight
bits. Try to convince yourself this is true by clearing memory, then storing a singleSEQ ("7B") somewhere. Put
a hex C0 in location 0000 and the address of theSEQ ("7B") (in hex) in bytes 0001 and 0002. When you run the
program, Q should come on if and only if the address of theSEQ ("7B") exactly matches the address in those two
bytes. Notice that it does not depend on theI key.

LBR aa Long Branch unconditionally C0 aaaa
-------------------------------------------------------------
Take as the next instruction, the one whose address is the
second and third bytes of the LBR instruction.

Exercise:What happens when a branch instruction branches to itself? See if you can think of a test program to
show this happening. Hint: try aBN4. We have seen an example of an output instruction and an inputinstruction
in the 1802 (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/CDP1802). Yetneither is called “input” or “output”. This is because
there are other instructions which also do input or output. Key in the following program:

Example 3-8. Test OUT

1 0000: 64 out 4 ; **
2 0001: 00 db 0 ; (data to be output)
3 0002: 3f 00 bn4 0 ; Loop back
4 0004: 64 out 4
5 0005: 11 db 11h ; (data to be output)
6 0006: 30 02 br 2

When you run this program, watch the hex display. Then push the I key and see what happens to it. By changing
the contents of locations 0001 and 0005, convince yourself that theOUT 4 ("64") instruction puts the contents
of the next byte out on the hex display. Later on we will see that this is true only ifP=X, which in this case is
true (both are set to zero by reset). Try as an experiment,OUT 2 ("62") (hex 62) in location 0000; what happened
to the display? If you tryOUT 1 ("61") you may find that the whole program goes crazy; I will explain why in
Interrupts and DMA.

Now clear memory (run programExample 2-1) and key in programExample 3-9:

Example 3-9. Test INP

1 0000: 3f 00 bn4 * ; Wait for "I"
2 0002: 6c inp 4 ; **
3 0003: 7b seq ; Watch this!!
4 0004: 00 idl ; Stop
5 0005: 00 idl

Before you run this program (if you already ran it, go back andverify that the program is still there) turn on the
M/P switch. This is important, because this program modifies itself! I will have more to say about programs that
modify themselves later. Run the program once with theM/P switch on, so you can see how it works. Notice that
Q does not come on until you push theI key. (Why?) Now push the “0” key twice and run the program again (with
M/P still on). Is it any different? Reset the computer and convince yourself that the program is still all there (i.e.
go into the Examine mode and look at it). Now you are ready to run the program with theM/P s witch off. While
the computer is still reset, push the “0” key twice, and turn off the M/P switch. Now run the program: When you
push theI key, what happens to Q? To find out why, (be sure to turn theM/P switch back on and) examine your
program. What happened to theSEQ ("7B") instruction in location 0003? Run the program again,and before
pushing theI key, be sure theM/P is off again, and push the7 key, then theB key. Now what happened? Try
running the program a few more times, but each time push a different sequence of keys: try7,A; 6,4; 3,0. Reset
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the computer each time and examine 0003 to convince yourselfthat whatever pair of keys you push shows up
in the byte following theINP 4 ("6C") instruction. Try another experiment: change theINP 4 ("6C") to INP 2
("6A") (hex 6A); does the keypad have any effect on what goes into location 0003 now?

As you should have noticed by now, both theINP andOUT instructions have the left hex digit 6. The right digit
is between 1 and 7 forOUT and between 9 and F forINP. As it turns out, the same bit which determines whether
a conditional branch tests the true or false of a condition also determines whether an I/O instruction with left digit
6 isOUT or INP. You can think of it this way: If the bit is “0” it isOUT; if the bit is “1” it is INP (relating 0=O,
1=I). We do not yet have any way to prove it on your computer, but input and output use theX register to select
an address register to point to the memory byte being input oroutput. InChapter 4we will try to nail that aspect
down. Meanwhile you should notice that theOUT instruction incrementsR0 when the byte is output (go back
and look at ProgramExample 3-8: Did the computer ever use the byte to be output as an instruction? Convince
yourself by looking atOUT 4 ("64") followed by 00=IDL ("00") or 7B=SEQ("7B")). Notice that in our examples
R0 was both Program Counter and data pointer. In the case of theINP instruction, however, whatever was input
into memory following theINP 4 ("6C") instruction was also executed as another instruction; in other words,
when theINP usedR0, R0 wasnot incremented, so the next instruction fetch (which is also using R0as PC) will
fetch out the same byte which was just input. Be sure you understand this difference.

OUT p Output from memory (p = 1 to 7) 6p
-------------------------------------------------------------
Output on the port p, the memory byte pointed to by the
address register pointed to by X, then increment the address
register.

INP p Input to memory and D (p = 9 to F) 6p
-------------------------------------------------------------
Input from the port p, a byte to be stored into the memory
location pointed to by the address register pointed to by X,
and also place the byte into D.

For both theOUT and INP instructions, the low three bits of p come out on the “N” linesof the 1802
(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/CDP1802) chip; these mayor may not be decoded into seven separate ports; if not,
then only three ports are distinguishable (1, 2, and 4).

ProgramExample 3-10is rather complicated, and I would recommend that you sequence memory before keying
it in. This will help you to place the two pieces which are located at some distance from the beginning. You will
also notice that I have arranged it so that eachOUT instruction outputs a byte with its own address. This can
serve as a check on your keying: After keying in the 64, turn onthe M/P switch and examine the next byte; it
should already be correct. When you get to location 000F, switch into Examine mode and step through memory
to location 002F, then go back to the Load mode for location 0030. Do the same for 0034 to 0079. The first byte
after the end of your program should be at 007E.

Example 3-10. Conditional Branches

1 0000: 37 00 wrel: b4 wrel ; Wait for "I" release
2 0002: 64 out 4 ; Announce ourselves
3 0003: 03 db 03
4 0004: 7b seq ; Also turn on Q
5 0005: 3f 05 wpres: bn4 wpres ; Wait for "I"
6 0007: 6c inp 4 ; Get instruction
7 0008: 7a db 7Ah ; (REQ) Do it **
8 0009: 30 7a br L7A ; Goto 7A
9 000b: ;req ; Q off if executed

10 000b: 64 out 4 ; Announce "HERE"
11 000c: 0c db 0Ch
12 000d: 30 00 br wrel ; Do it again
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13 000f:
14 000f: org 0030h
15 0030: 64 out 4 ; Announce "HERE"
16 0031: 31 db 31h
17 0032: 30 00 br wrel ; Go back
18 0034:
19 0034: org 007Ah
20 007a: 64 L7A: out 4 ; Announce "HERE"
21 007b: 7b db 7Bh
22 007c: 30 00 br wrel ; Go back to front

007ah: L7A - ( 20) 8
0005h: WPRES - ( 5) 5
0000h: WREL - ( 1) 1 12 17 22 22

Examine this program carefully before running it. Notice that there are fourOUT instructions, but each one
should output a different value. Therefore you should always know where the program was executing by what
you see on the hex display. The program contains no instructions which you do not understand, so you should be
fully convinced about what it will do when you run it, before you run it. In particular, you should be convinced
that as coded, there is no way for the program to output either“0C” or “31”; it should alternate between “7B” and
“03” as you push and release theI key. Turn on theM/P switch and verify that this is so by running the program.
Notice that as long as theM/P switch is on, none of the other keys have any effect. Notice also that theREQ
("7A") instruction in location 0008 turns off the Q when you push theI key.

Now turn off theM/P switch. The program should be waiting for you to push theI key, which you know because
the hex display shows "03". First push the keys7, B, and thenI . Push and releaseI a few times so you know what
is happening. What happened to Q? Is anything else different? Now push7, thenA. Convince yourself that you are
able to key in the opcode that the computer will execute when you push theI key. Remember, theINP instruction
is inputting a byte into the memory location pointed to by thePC, so that byte input from the keypad becomes the
next opcode. Experiment with a few opcodes that you understand, like 00=IDL ("00"). What happened? Notice
that the computer is no longer running, so it cannot respond to theI key. Reset and try again with 30=BR. What
happened this time? Why? Look again at the program, and try toconvince yourself that the computer did exactly
what it should have done. First it executed anINP instruction which input the 30 into memory location 0008 (if
you don’t believe it, reset the computer and examine location 0008). Then it executed the byte in 0008, which is
the opcode of aBR instruction. But this is a two-byte instruction, so location 0009 is fetched to be used as an
address. 0009 also contains 30 (it is the opcode of anotherBR instruction, but the computer does know that at this
time). So the computer branches to location 0030, which is anOUT 4 ("64") instruction.

Now let’s try some new opcodes. Remember I said that each branch instruction had a paired opcode which
branches on the false of the same condition? It is bit 3 of the opcode that makes the difference (that is an 8 in the
second digit: 0-7 has a zero in bit 3; 8-F has a one in bit 3). Youalready know about the difference between 37=B4
and 3F=BN4. Does it work for 30 (which is branch always)? Is there a “branch never”? Try it. If the opcode in
0008 is “branch never” then what is the next instruction to beexecuted? No, it is not in 0009, because all branch
instructions are two bytes, even if the branch is not taken (to convince yourself of that, review what you learned
about theB4 instruction). We thought that location 000A was the second byte of aBR instruction, but it seems
that the computer thinks it is the next opcode. So off goes Q, and pretty soon theOUT 4 ("64") at 000B gets
executed.

There is a moral to this lesson, besides what you learn about the new instructions. That is, the computer is the
final judge of what your program is going to do. It does not matter much if you think that such and such a location
in memory is part of a two-byte instruction; when the computer fetches the second byte during an opcode fetch
then it is an opcode. As in religion, if you want to avoid beingsurprised at the end, you have to follow the rules
laid down by the final judge.

But what good is a “branch never”? Not much, as such. However,do notice that the second byte has no effect
on its execution (it never uses the branch address), so we canput anything we want there. In fact, if it is a one-byte
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instruction, then the 38 instruction effectively skips over it, so we call this instructionSKP ("38") for “skip”. It
does not do anything theBR instruction could not do, but it does it in one byte instead oftwo.

SKP Skip one byte 38
-------------------------------------------------------------
The one-byte instruction following the SKP opcode is skipped.

ProgramExample 3-10is not set up to demonstrate the operation of long branches, but you can try the “long
branch never”. What would you expect to happen? In other words, what will be the next instruction after a C8
opcode? Try it. How is this different from 38=SKP ("38")? If Q does not go off, then obviously theREQ ("7A")
“instruction” in 000A is not being executed. Since you see “0C” on the hex display, you have to assume that the
BR in 0009 is not being executed either, but that theOUT 4 ("64") in 000B is being executed. We call the C8
opcode a “Long Skip” because it skips two bytes.

LSKP Long Skip C8
-------------------------------------------------------------
Skip the two bytes following the opcode.

Let me quickly introduce you to the instruction that does nothing. Try the opcode “C4” in Program
Example 3-10. What happens? Obviously it is not a skip or branch, because the branch in 0009-000A is executed.
It does not turn Q off; it does not output anything that you cansee. You will have to take my word for it that it
does nothing else. We use it when we want the computer to kill some time, or we want to leave some space in a
program for later additions, or we want to remove an instruction without moving the whole program back down.

NOP No Operation C4
-------------------------------------------------------------
This instruction does nothing, except take three major cycles
to execute.

Let’s try a new conditional branch. Enter the value “32” intoProgramExample 3-10. What happens? How is
this different from the 38=SKP ("38")? If you agree that it does not seem to be different, turn on theM/P switch
(so that the 32 in location 0008 will not be changed by subsequent entries), then try entering various other pairs
of digits. What happens if you enter “00”? Can you find any other pair of digits that is distinctive? Convince
yourself that this only works with the 32 opcode, and not withthe 38 or 30 opcodes. Why did I tell you to turn on
theM/P switch for this test? If you enter 00 with theM/P switch off, what happens to the program? Evidently,
after anINP instruction in which the byte that was input is 00 the 32 opcode branches, but for all other bytes,
the 32 opcode does not branch. If you go back and review the formal definition of theINP instruction, you will
notice that it not only inputs to memory, but the same byte is also placed in the accumulator,D. When memory is
protected, memory cannot be altered so onlyD is changed. The 32 opcode branches ifD is exactly equal to zero,
and not otherwise.

BZ a Branch on Zero 32 aa
-------------------------------------------------------------
Branch if D is zero; otherwise execute the next instruction
in sequence (after the branch address).

If there is a Branch on Zero, is there also a Branch on Not Zero?What would be its opcode? Try it.

BNZ a Branch on Not Zero 3A aa
-------------------------------------------------------------
Branch if D is not exactly 00; otherwise take the next
instruction in sequence (after the branch address).

If you think about it for a minute you will realize that there might also be a Long Branch on Zero and a Long
Branch on Not Zero. As I said, ProgramExample 3-10is not set up to test long branches, so you cannot use it to
observe these instructions in action.
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Exercise: Write a program to testLBZ andLBNZ . Convince yourself that these are three-byte instructions
that can branch anywhere in memory.

LBZ aa Long Branch if Zero C2 aaaa
-------------------------------------------------------------
If the accumulator D is exactly zero, replace the contents of
the Program Counter with the second and third bytes of this
instruction; otherwise proceed to the next instruction in
sequence.

LBNZ aa Long Branch if Not Zero CA aaaa
-------------------------------------------------------------
If the accumulator D is not exactly zero, replace the
contents of the Program Counter with the second and third
bytes of this instruction; otherwise proceed to the next
instruction in sequence.

There are two more instructions which you can learn about using ProgramExample 3-10. This time run it once
with M/P off and enterC, 6. Notice that it behaves like anLSKP ("C8") instruction. Now turn onM/P so you
can feed the new opcode various data bytes. Did you try 00? What happened? Notice that opcode C6 skips when
D is not zero; whenD is exactly zero the instruction in 0009 is executed. Now try the opcode "CE". We call these
“Conditional Skips”. Notice that the condition being tested seems to be the reverse from the conditional branches.
If you think about it, you will also see that C4=NOP is really a “Skip Never”. Do you think the CC opcode would
be a “Skip Always” instruction? What about C8=LSKP ("C8")? Try CC. We will come back to this one.

LSZ Long Skip if Zero CE
-------------------------------------------------------------
Skip two bytes if D is zero; otherwise execute the next byte
in sequence after the LSZ opcode.

LSNZ Long Skip if Not Zero C6
-------------------------------------------------------------
Skip two bytes if D is not zero; otherwise execute the next
byte in sequence.

Let us look at one more condition before moving on to the register operations. Key in ProgramExample 3-11:

Example 3-11. Test Q conditionals

1 0000: 7a req ; Q off
2 0001: 6c inp 4 ; Get next opcode
3 0002: 7b db 7Bh ; (SEQ) Maybe Q on again
4 0003: c1 00 0a lbq 10 ; **
5 0006: 64 out 4 ; Note no branch
6 0007: 11 db 11h
7 0008: 30 00 br 0 ; Repeat
8 000a: 64 out 4 ; Note branched
9 000b: 33 db 33h

10 000c: 30 00 br 0 ; Repeat

First run this program withM/P on. What shows on the hex display? Notice that the program does not wait for
or depend on EF4, so it is ignoring theI key. Now push the keys7, A, and flip theM/P switch off. What happened
to the hex display? What is the difference between the program as it is now running and how it was running a few
minutes ago? Flip theM/P switch back on and try entering other data: Is there any change? Clearly, the program is
different depending on whether it is executing 7A=REQ ("7A") or 7B=SEQ ("7B") in location 0002. Obviously
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the new instruction in 0003-0005 depends on Q. As you probably guessed by now, it is a Long Branch if Q is on.
Change location 0003 to hex C9. What do you think this will do to the program? Try it.

LBQ aa Long Branch if Q is on C1 aaaa
-------------------------------------------------------------
Branch to the location whose two byte address follows this
opcode if Q is on; otherwise ignore the address and take the
next instruction in sequence.

LBNQ aa Long Branch if Q is off C9 aaaa
-------------------------------------------------------------
Branch to the location whose two byte address follows this
opcode if Q is off; otherwise ignore the address and take the
next instruction in sequence otherwise.

As you might have guessed, there is also a Short Branch on Q. Totest this, put aNOP=C4 into location 0003,
then a hex 31 into location 0004. Leave the "0A" in location 0005; it is the second byte of the branch. Try it. Then
change the 31 to hex 39. Notice that after entering 7B to the running program, the "31" opcode branches; after
entering any other pair the "39" opcode branches.

BQ a Branch If Q is on 31 aa
-------------------------------------------------------------
Branch to the location whose one-byte address follows this
opcode if Q is on; otherwise ignore the address and take the
next instruction in sequence.

BNQ a Branch if Q is off 39 aa
-------------------------------------------------------------
Branch to the location whose one-byte address follows this
opcode if Q is off; otherwise ignore the address and take the
next instruction in sequence.

And of course, there is a “Skip if Q”. To test this, replace 0003-0005 with the three bytes CD, 64, FF. Now
when you run the program, if Q is on what do you see? WhenQ is off, what happens? Where is theOUT 4 ("64")
instruction followed by "AA"? To help you answer this question, try switching the computer into Wait a few
times. If your eye sees "FF" and "11" in rapid succession, what will it look like? Now change the CD in location
0003 to C5 and run the program again, alternately pushing 7B and 7A on the keys. Do you think you understand
this skip instruction? If not, reset the computer and write down the contents of memory from 0000 to 0009. See if
you can think like the computer as it would to execute the bytes in the program. Does that help?

LSQ Long Skip if Q is on CD
-------------------------------------------------------------
If Q is on, skip two bytes; otherwise execute the next byte
after this opcode.

LSNQ Long Skip if Q is off C5
-------------------------------------------------------------
If Q is off, skip two bytes; otherwise execute the next byte
after this opcode.

Now we have learned all of the 1802 instructions which do input or output; these areINP, OUT, B4, BN4 (also
B1, B2, B3, etc.),SEQ ("7B") andREQ ("7A"). We have learned most of the conditional skips and branches:BZ,
BNZ, LBZ , LBNZ , LSZ, LSNZ, BQ, LBQ , LSQ (andBNQ, etc.), andB4 etc. and all of the unconditional skips
and branches:BR, LBR , SKP ("38"), andLSKP ("C8"). And we know how to useNOP andIDL ("00"). If you
look at the opcodes for these instructions, you will see thatthey include all the opcodes that begin with 6 except
60 and 68. Opcode 68 is not a defined instruction for the 1802 (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/CDP1802) (though
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it is for the 1804, 1805, and 1806). We will discuss 60 in the next chapter (Chapter 4). You will see that we have
covered all the opcodes that begin with 3 except for 33 and 3B,and all those that begin with C except C3, C7, CB,
CC, and CF. Opcode CC has to do with the interrupt system, which we will cover inControl Instructions. All the
others are conditional skips and branches which test theDF or carry flag. Since I have not yet shown you how to
set or clear the carry flag, you have no way to see how these conditionals work. For now, please accept that they
look similar enough to the other conditional skips and branches that you do understand, so that when we get toDF
you will have no particular trouble with these instructions.

There is one form of input and output which your computer is capable of that does not use input or output
instructions. We call itDMA or Direct Memory Accessbecause it goes directly to memory without affecting the
program (except for the time it takes to cycle memory). We will discuss this in some detail inInterrupts and DMA.
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Chapter 4. Register Operations
When I introduced the 1802 (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/CDP1802) inThe ELF II, I mentioned that it had 16
general-purpose registers. In this chapter you will see howto manipulate these registers. So far we have used only
R0since Reset forcesPandX both to point toR0. I am going to have to presume on your patience just a little for
the first few instructions we study in this chapter: SinceR0 is the only register we know anything about, we will
try out some of the new instructions onR0. This will necessarily leave you with a little bit of an emptyfeeling,
since you will not yet have a good feel for the power of these instructions. Bear with me, and you will become
more comfortable with them as you see them used in the later examples.

Put ProgramExample 3-10back into your ELF II. WithM/P off, run the program and key in "10". What
happens? How is this instruction different from aSKP ("38")? What happened is that this instruction incremented
R0(by increment we mean "add one"); sinceP=0, the next instruction byte was skipped. Try it with the instruction
"11" or "14". Now what happens? You will have tobelieve me fornow, thatR1 or R4 was incremented. At the
moment we cannot tell if it was or not. Later you can prove it ina better program.

INC r Increment register 1r
-------------------------------------------------------------
Increment (add one to) the address register specified in the
right digit of the instruction.

Still in ProgramExample 3-10, try the opcode "20". What happened? Remember, if you keyed in the program
correctly, all the instructions you know about result in some output when you push theI key. Or do they? TryIDL
("00"). Is 20 different from 00? If you wired up aRun/Stop light, you would see that with 20, the computer did
not stop, but it still refused to go to the next instruction. (If you do not have a light to tell you when the computer
stops, take my word for it; it didn’t.) Suppose I tell you thatthe 20 instruction backs upR0 by one (we call this
a decrement). SinceR0 is also the PC, it now points to the same instruction again. The fetch cycle fetches the
opcode and incrementsR0; the execute cycle decrementsR0. It is stuck in a loop just as surely as if you had coded
a branch that jumped to itself. Reset the computer and try it with "21" or "24". As you can see, you can’t see what
it did. We will come back to this later.

DEC r DECrement register 2r
-------------------------------------------------------------
Decrement (subtract one from) the specified register.

I will assume you have a vague notion about the operation ofINC andDEC. Key in ProgramExample 2-3.
How many instructions are there in this program that you havenot yet met? Let’s think about this program a little.
Remember thatR1 is 16 bits. That means that it can have any value between 0 and 65535. It also means that
only half of it will fit into the accumulator (D) at a time. SupposeR1 is initially zero. As soon as you execute the
INC R1 instruction it will be one, not zero. Look at it in binary:

00000000 00000000 initially
00000000 00000001 after increment

Notice that most of the register is still zero. In fact, the whole left half is zero, even if you increment it again:

00000000 00000010

How many times can you increment it before the left half is notzero? Here is what it looks like after 255
increments:

00000000 11111111

The next increment takes it to
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00000001 00000000

How about after 511 increments (in all)? You see, after each 256 increments, the left half goes up one. How
many increments will be required to take the left half up to all ones? Would you believe that it takes 65535
(=255x256+255) increments to go from all zeros to all ones? Then what happens? It takes only one increment to
go from all ones to all zeros. Notice however, that for 65280 of the 65536 increments that it takes to go from all
zeros back to all zeros, the left half of the register is not zero. Now look at ProgramExample 2-3again. If the
accumulator is zero, theLSZ instruction will skip over theREQ ("7A") and theSKP ("38") and execute theSEQ
("7B"): the Q light comes on. But if the accumulator is not zero, theLSZ falls through to execute theREQ ("7A")
(turning Q off) and theSKP ("38") (which skips over theSEQ ("7B")). Since the Q light obviously blinks, you
have to assume that sometimes the accumulator is zero, and sometimes it is not.

I have not said much about instruction execution time (that is one of the topics ofInterrupts and DMA), but let
me remark for this discussion, that each instruction in yourELF II requires 11 microseconds (except for those
that have a left digit of "C", which require 16 microseconds). This means that the loop will go through once in
about 70 microseconds, that is, it can repeat the loop about 15000 times per second. How does this compare with
how often the Q light blinks? Think of it as a Monopoly game; every timeR1 passes "GO" (in this case all zeros)
Q blinks. Thus you can deduce that the zeros inR1 are probably making the accumulator zero. Take a guess at
how long the Q light stays on. Does it seem more like 1/50th of asecond than, say, one second or 1/15000th of a
second? About how many times can your ELF go through the loop in 1/50th of a second? Would you believe 256?
By now you should be ready to believe that the "91" opcode is copying the left half ofR1 into the accumulator.

Just for fun, change the 91 to "81". Would you believe it is still blinking? Try stopping the computer (put it into
the Wait state). Take a guess at how fast it is blinking now. Does it seem reasonable to you that there should be
two instructions in the 1802; one for copying the left half ofR1 into D and one for copying the right half? Try
another experiment: Change the right digit in location 0000to some other number (e.g. "9B") and also change the
INC in location 0005 to increment the same register (i.e. make it"1B"). What happens if you change only one of
them? Try some other numbers. Why does it not work for zero?

GLO r Get LOw byte of register 8r
-------------------------------------------------------------
Copy the least significant eight bits of the specified
register into D.

GHI r Get HIgh byte of register 9r
-------------------------------------------------------------
Copy the most significant eight bits of the specified
register into D.

You should also try changing theINC in ProgramExample 2-3to aDEC. How does that affect the program
operation? Try thinking ofDEC as "un-INC". If you decrement a register containing all zeros, what is the result?
I will say more about negative numbers inArithmetic and Logic.

You may have guessed by now that the 1802 (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/CDP1802) also lets you copy data
from D into the address registers. Key in ProgramExample 4-1, andwith the M/P switch on, run it.

Example 4-1. Test PHI and PLO

1 0000: 6c start: inp 4 ; Get a count
2 0001: be phi re ; **
3 0002: 7a req ; Q off
4 0003: 2e delay: dec re
5 0004: 9e ghi re ; Look at it
6 0005: 3a 03 bnz delay ; Fall thru on 00
7 0007: 6c inp 4 ; Ditto, lo byte
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8 0008: c4 nop ; Or PLO E
9 0009: 7b seq ; Q on

10 000a: 2e delay2: dec re ; Delay
11 000b: 9e ghi re ; N counts more
12 000c: 32 0a bz delay2
13 000e: 30 00 br start ; Repeat

0003h: DELAY - ( 4) 6
000ah: DELAY2 - ( 10) 12
0000h: START - ( 1) 13 13

Notice that it does not wait for theI key (EF4). Push various digit keys. See if you can see a relationship
between the time to the next blink and the last two keys you pushed. (Hint: try "11" and "FF"). Now change
the NOP in 0008 to "AE" and the "BE" in 0001 to aNOP ("C4"). Don’t forget theM/P switch! How do the
keys affect it now? Can you see a difference in the length of the blink? Try "11" then "FF". As you can see,
opcodes "BE" and "AE" are changing the amount of the count inRE. You should know what is inD (from the
INP 4 ("6C") instruction, sinceyou pushed the digit keys); does that seem to affect the timing ofthe program in a
reasonable way? Are you ready to believe that these two instructions copyD into the two halves of register 14? If
you are not yet sure, study the program some more. You see, it is not all that different (in principle) from Program
Example 2-3. What happens if you key in "00"? Can you guess why?

PLO r Put D into Low byte of register Ar
-------------------------------------------------------------
Copy D into the least significant eight bits of the specified
register.

PHI r Put D into High byte of register Br
-------------------------------------------------------------
Copy D into the most significant eight bits of the specified
register.

Now you know how to set up an address register; but what is it good for? Well, maybe we can make theOUT
instruction a little more useful. Key in ProgramExample 4-2:

Example 4-2. Test SEX

1 0000: 90 ghi r0 ; Copy R0 to R8
2 0001: b8 phi r8
3 0002: 80 glo r0
4 0003: a8 plo r8
5 0004: 3f 04 wow: bn4 wow ; Wait fot "I"
6 0006: e8 sex r8 ; **
7 0007: 64 out 4 ; Output to display
8 0008: c4 nop ; Space filler
9 0009: 37 09 wb4: b4 wb4

10 000b: 30 04 br wow ; Repeat
0009h: WB4 - ( 9) 9
0004h: WOW - ( 5) 5 10 10

Notice that the first thing this program does is copyR0 to R8. What address do you think will now be inR8?
Obviously, the whole program is in the first page (256 bytes) of memory, so you would expect the left half ofR0
to be zero (remember that Reset puts all zeros intoR0). What about the right half? No, it’s not zero.R0 was zero
before executing the first instruction; after fetching it,R0was incremented to 0001. Let’s try another one; what is
the value ofR0 when theGLO R0 instruction isexecuted (i.e. after it is fetched; think about theINP instruction
as we have been using it). Before running this program, take aguess at what the output will be when you push the
I key. Why was it not "C4" That’s right, blame the new instruction, "E8". You will recall that theOUT instruction
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actually outputs the byte pointed to by the address registerpointed to byX. Reset sets bothX andP to zero,
and we depended on that. Now, "E8" changedX to point toR8 (you know what was inR8, right?), so theOUT
instruction usedR8 instead ofR0. Do you understand why you saw "A8"? Where is that byte in the program?
Now guess what will happen when you push theI key again. Review the description of theOUT instruction in
I/O and Branchesagain if you do not understand what happened. Which registeris incremented byOUT? (Hint:
what doesX point to?) Now change theNOP in 0008 to aSEQ ("7B"). Do you think this byte will be executed
or skipped? Try it. Why does Q come on here but not if you run ProgramExample 3-8with 7B in 0001 or 0008?
Have you looked to see whatX points to in each case? What doesOUT do to that register? Which register does
Ppoint to? Experiment with different registers for thePHI , PLO, andSEX instructions. Can you figure out what
happens if you useR0?

SEX r Set X Er
-------------------------------------------------------------
Set register X to point to the specified register r.

We know of one way to put data into theD register (theINP instruction); is there some way which does not
inconvenience the operator (you) quite so much? Obviously there is. To see how it works, first sequence memory
(i.e. run ProgramExample 2-2), then key in Program 4.3:

Example 4-3. Test LDI

1 0000: 90 ghi r0 ; Set page 00
2 0001: b7 phi r7
3 0002: f8 33 ldi 33h ; **
4 0004: a7 plo r7 ; Lof byte of address
5 0005: e7 sex r7 ; Select for out
6 0006: 64 loop: out 4 ; Display contents
7 0007: 27 dec r7 ; Back up R7
8 0008: 3f 08 wfi: bn4 wfi ; Wait for "I"
9 000a: 6c inp 4 ; Get keyin

10 000b: 64 out 4 ; Echo it
11 000c: 37 0c wfr: b4 wfr ; Wait for release
12 000e: 30 06 br loop ; Repeat

0006h: LOOP - ( 6) 12 12
0008h: WFI - ( 8) 8
000ch: WFR - ( 11) 11

Run this program and look at the display. What do you see? Where in memory do you suppose the 33 came
from? Key some value into the hex keypad and push theI key; did your input show up on the display? Now
release theI key and look again. Repeat this a few times so you know what theprogram is doing. Then reset the
computer and examine memory. See if you can find where your inputs are stored. Now think about the program;
which address register did theOUT andINP instructions use? (Hint: Look at theSEX instruction). Remember
that when the computer executes aSEX, X continues to point to the specified address register until for some
reason the computer changes the contents ofX again. In this case you understand all of the instructions inthe
loop that follows theSEX, and there is no way out of that loop except resetting the computer. So all that time
X=7. What is inR7? Notice at the beginning of the program that the program puts00 into the left half ofR7(it got
the 00 from the left half ofR0). Recall also that theOUT instruction increments the address register (R7 in this
case). Inside the loop there are twoOUT instructions, and oneDEC R7 that is two timesR7 is incremented, and
once it is decremented. What happens toR7 if you add one twice and subtract one once? Does this correspond to
what you noticed the program doing? Finally, can you tell what was inR7 at the beginning of the loop? Clearly
it must depend on whatever is inD when the 1802 (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/CDP1802) executes thePLO R7
instruction, but what is it? Do you see a correspondence between the second byte of theLDI instruction and the
starting value ofR7? Convince yourself that it is not a relationship with the previous contents of memory by
running the program again. This time what is displayed? Doesit remind you of what you previously keyed in?
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Change the byte in location 0003 to something else and try it again. When the data that the instruction uses (in
this case, that it loads intoD) is immediately following the opcode, we call it theImmediate addressing mode.

LDI b Load D Immediate F8 bb
-------------------------------------------------------------
Copy the second byte of the instruction into the D register.

Now that we know how to put specific addresses into an address register, things will be a little easier to test. In
ProgramExample 4-4we set up two address registers with different values. One ofthem we will use for inputting
data; the other will demonstrate the next instruction. First sequence memory, then key in ProgramExample 4-4:

Example 4-4. Test Store

1 0000: 90 ghi r0 ; Set up R6 and R7
2 0001: b6 phi r6
3 0002: b7 phi r7
4 0003: f8 33 ldi 33h ; Distance in RAM
5 0005: a6 plo r6
6 0006: f8 1e ldi 1Eh ; Close for easy look
7 0008: a7 plo r7
8 0009: 3f 09 loop: bn4 loop ; Wait for "I"
9 000b: e6 sex r6 ; Input a byte

10 000c: 6c inp 4
11 000d: 37 0d wfr: b4 wfr ; Wait for release
12 000f: 26 dec r6 ; Move off input
13 0010: 57 str r7 ; **
14 0011: 30 09 br loop ; Repeat

0009h: LOOP - ( 8) 8 14 14
000dh: WFR - ( 11) 11

There is only one instruction here you have not yet met. Ignoring that, what would you expect the program to
do? Notice there are noOUT instructions, so you cannot expect the display to change. Run it, and key in a few
numbers, remembering what you enter. Now reset the computerand look at memory. What is in memory location
001E? Why should it be the last number you keyed in instead of the "1E" that the sequencer put there? Look also
at the few bytes before location 0033; do they correspond to what you expected the program to do? If not, think
through the program again. Notice that after each input,R6was decremented. Now change the 57 in location 0010
to a 56. Before you run the program again, see if you can guess what will be different. Try it. Were you right? Did
you notice that the memoryR7points to is now unchanged, but the memoryR6points to is now the same as what
was last input? Change theDEC R6 instruction toINC R7, and put the 57 back in 0010 (i.e. put 17 in 000F, 57
in 0010) and run it again. When you examine memory this time, what is it you see near 001E (I hope you saw a
sequence of input bytes)? Do you think you understand theSTR instruction?

STR r SToRe D into memory 5r
-------------------------------------------------------------
Using the specified address register, store (copy the
contents of) the accumulator into memory.

The 1802 (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/CDP1802)has twostore instructions. The second one is a little tricky to
understand. Resequence memory, and put ProgramExample 4-4back in, but this time change theSTR instruction
to a hex "73". Run the program and examine the part of memory near location 0033. How does it differ from what
you expected? Change theDEC R6 to aSEX R7 (hex E7 in 000E) and run it again, but be careful not to enter
more than 5 or 6 data bytes. Where did the data show up? Do you see a relationship this time betweenR7 and
where the data was stored? What can you guess about which address register the 73 opcode uses? Does anything
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special happen to that register? Compare this to theSTR instruction; did it change its address register? If you
are not sure you know what happened, read the instruction summary forSTXD (below) and review the program
again.

STXD STore D via R(X) and Decrement R(X) 73
-------------------------------------------------------------
Store the accumulator into the memory location pointed to by
the address register pointed to by X, then decrement that
address register.

As you might have guessed, when a computer has an instructionto copy data from one kind of memory to
another, it usually also has an instruction to copy data in the other direction. The opposite direction from a Store
is a Load, and you have seen one of these already (LDI ). Let’s look at a few others. ProgramExample 4-5is a
little larger than the others, but we hope to make it do the work of two or three. First sequence memory, then key
in ProgramExample 4-5:

Example 4-5. Test Loads

1 0000: 90 ghi r0 ; Set up R8 and R9
2 0001: b8 phi r8
3 0002: b9 phi r9
4 0003: f8 80 ldi 80h ; R8=0080
5 0005: a8 plo r8
6 0006: f8 90 ldi 90h ; R9=0090
7 0008: a9 plo r9
8 0009: e9 again: sex r9
9 000a: 7b seq ; Announce us

10 000b: 3f 0b wfi: bn4 wfi ; Wait for input
11 000d: 6c inp 4 ; Get opcode
12 000e: 64 out 4 ; Show it
13 000f: 7a req
14 0010: 50 str r0 ; Store into program
15 0011: c4 nop ; Execute it here
16 0012: 29 dec r9 ; Point to scratch
17 0013: 59 str r9 ; Stuff D there
18 0014: 37 14 wfr: b4 wfr ; Wait for release
19 0016: 64 out 4 ; Show datum
20 0017: 29 dec r9 ; Now
21 0018: 88 glo r8 ; Show R8,
22 0019: 59 str r9
23 001a: 3f 1a sig: bn4 sig ; At the signal
24 001c: 64 out 4 ; Show datum
25 001d: 89 glo r9 ; Show R9,
26 001e: 29 dec r9 ; Now,
27 001f: 59 str r9
28 0020: 37 20 sig2: b4 sig2 ; At the signal
29 0022: 64 out 4 ; Show datum
30 0023: 30 09 br again ; Repeat

0009h: AGAIN - ( 8) 30 30
001ah: SIG - ( 23) 23
0020h: SIG2 - ( 28) 28
000bh: WFI - ( 10) 10
0014h: WFR - ( 18) 18

Before running this program, look at it carefully and be sureyou understand exactly what it will do. There
are no instructions that you have not met. There are, however, a few tricky spots. At location 0010 there is a
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STR R0; what do you think is inR0 when this instruction is executed? (Remember, R0 is the PC, which points
to the next instruction). What will happen to theNOP in 0011? What will be the next instruction to be fetched
(and executed)? Think: doesSTR change its address register? If R0 points to 0011 before theSTR is executed,
then R0 also points to 0011 after theSTR is executed, but before the next instruction is fetched. Howdoes this
compare with ProgramExample 3-9andExample 3-10?

Turn on theM/P switch the first time you run this program, just so you can get afeel for its operation. Notice
that nothing you key in has any effect, since memory is protected. Get comfortable with what happens as you
push theI key: First Q comes on, and it waits for theI key; when you push it, Q goes off, and the display shows
what you keyed in (but of course, since memory is protected, you only see the previous contents of 0090, which
is 90); when you release theI key, you see the results inD of executing the opcode that was input (or in this case,
the previous contents of 008F); when you push theI key again it tries to display the right half of R8, then R9
when you release it, both in the same memory location. (If I seem to dwell excessively on understanding what the
programs are doing, it is because you cannot expect to write computer programs if you cannot understand what a
program is doing.)

Now reset the computer, turn offM/P, and run it again. First key in "C4" (NOP), and pushI twice slowly. Do
you understand why you see what is on the display? Without keying in any new datum, pushI twice again. Notice
thatR8 does not change, butR9 is incremented. Now key in "19" (INC R9), and watch it. Try "18" (INC R8),
"29" (DEC R9), and "28" (DEC R8). Since you understand these instructions already, you should be able to
follow what you see. Try "73" (STXD). Try GHI andGLO for various registers: what is in the registers you
have not been using? What happens withPLO R9 or PLO R8? Now that you have clobbered your registers,
Reset the computer and Run again. Before trying it, try to analyze what will happen when you key in "F8" (LDI ).
RememberLDI is a two-byte instruction; what is the second byte? What did that do toR9? If "29" is the second
byte of anLDI at location 0011, do you understand why it is not executed as a"DEC R9"?

Once you are convinced you understand how this program works, and you have tried some of those previous
instructions that you did not exactly understand (I hope it helped to run them through this program), you are ready
to try some new opcodes. Key in "48". What happened toR8? Did this remind you of theINC R8 instruction?
How aboutD? Do you know what was in memory whereR8 pointed? Perhaps it would help to resequence
memory, and put ProgramExample 4-5back in, so that you know exactly what is in memory; that is a choice up
to you, if you feel unsure about what this opcode did. Remember, the only way you can be sure you know what
an instruction did is to know what the complete state of the computer was both before and after executing it. Now
try "49". How is this different from 48? Try "40". Do you know what happened? If not, compare it toLDI ("F8").

LDA r Load D and Advance 4r
-------------------------------------------------------------
Copy the contents of the memory byte pointed to by the
specified address register r into the Accumulator, and
increment the register.

Still using ProgramExample 4-5, try keying in "08" and "09". How is this different from theLDA instructions
48 and 49? Is "00" different from 40 in the same way? What happens when you try it? Youdo remember that 00
is IDL ("00"), don’t you?

LDN r Load D via N (r = 1 to F) 0r
-------------------------------------------------------------
Copy the memory byte pointed to by the specified address
register r into the Accumulator.

Now try three other opcodes in ProgramExample 4-5: "60", "F0", and "72". How do these compare respectively
with INC R9, LDN R9, andLDA R9? What is inX at the time these opcodes are executed by the computer? Does
this suggest how these might be related toX? Can you think of some way to modify ProgramExample 4-5to see
if your guess is correct?
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IRX Increment R(X) 60
-------------------------------------------------------------
Increment the register pointed to by X.

LDX Load D via R(X) F0
-------------------------------------------------------------
Load the accumulator from the memory byte pointed to by the
address register pointed to by X.

LDXA Load D via R(X) and Advance 72
-------------------------------------------------------------
Load the accumulator from the memory byte pointed to by the
address register pointed to by X, then increment that
register.

Now you have a good understanding of the register operationsin the 1802
(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/CDP1802). This includesall opcodes with a left digit of 0, 1, 2, 4, 5, 8, 9, A, B, and
E, as well as the opcodes 60, 72, 73, F0, and F8. In thenext chapterwe will use them to help us study the
arithmetic and logical instructions.
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Chapter 5. Arithmetic and Logic
In this chapter we will be using only one program, which will enable us to observe the various arithmetic and
logical operations of the 1802 (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/CDP1802) computer. Before we get into the details
of ProgramExample 5-1and these operations, let’s quickly review grammar school arithmetic (adding and sub-
tracting) and some of the logical operations a computer can do.

When you were in grammar school, you added two numbers (say 43+ 25) one digit at a time, starting from the
right: 3+5=8; 4+2=6; result = 68. Now you know that 3+5=8, butwhen you were first learning how to add, you
had to memorize a big addition table. Exactly the same kind ofprocess goes on when your computer adds, except
that its table is for binary numbers, not decimal, and looks like this:

+ | 0 1
---+------
0 | 0 1
1 | 1 10

Your ELF II, however, does not let you look at the binary numbers directly, so it helps to imagine that the
addition table that the computer has memorized is actually for hexadecimal, not binary. It turns out to have the
same results. I will not reproduce the hex addition table here.

Subtraction works by the same principles as addition, as youwill recall from way back when. But if you try to
subtract a larger number from a smaller number, things get a little tricky. I think the best way to introduce you to
most of these problems is by seeing what the computer actually does.

If you want your computer to multiply or divide, you are almost out of luck. The 1802
(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/CDP1802) and most other 8bit microprocessors can only multiply or divide by
two. The operation is called ashift. If you shift a number left by one bit position, you have doubled it (i.e.
multiplied it by 2). Similarly, shifting a number right one bit position divides the number by two. More on this
later.

There are three logical operations which most microprocessors can do with a single instruction. They operate
on the individual bits (remember, one bit is a single true-false answer) in the computer words (or bytes). I will
give you the tables now, so you can compare these operations to the instructions later.

AND| 0 1 OR | 0 1 XOR| 0 1
---+------ ---+------ ---+------
0 | 0 0 0 | 0 1 0 | 0 1
1 | 0 1 1 | 1 1 1 | 1 0

Now key in ProgramExample 5-1. As you can see, it requires three inputs; an opcode, which isexecuted at
location 0029, and two data bytes, one stored in location 0060 (via R6) and one stored in location 0061 (same
address register, but incremented). It does its operation,then puts the result back into location 0060 to display
it. If the result is zero, the program also turns Q on. So that you will know which input is expected, the display
will show "00" when it is waiting for an opcode, "01" when waiting for the first operand, and "02" when waiting
for the second operand. After it performs the operation, theresult also becomes the first operand of the next time
through the loop, so you only have to key in the second operandfor each successive time through. Of course, any
time you want to put a new opcode or first operand, you can resetthe computer and run the program again. Look
over the program and be sure you understand it. Notice that itcontains only instructions you have met in Chapters
3 and4.

Example 5-1. Test ALU ops

1 0000: 90 ghi r0 ; Set up R6
2 0001: b6 phi r6
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3 0002: f8 29 ldi doit ; For input of opcode
4 0004: a6 plo r6
5 0005: e0 sex r0 ; (X=0 already)
6 0006: 64 out 4 ; Announce us ready
7 0007: 00 db 0
8 0008: e6 sex r6 ; Now X=6
9 0009: 3f 09 L09: bn4 L09 ; Wait for it

10 000b: 6c inp 4 ; Ok, get it
11 000c: 64 out 4 ; And echo to display
12 000d: 37 0d wfr: b4 wfr ; Wait for release
13 000f: f8 60 ldi 60h ; Now get ready for
14 0011: a6 plo r6 ; first operand
15 0012: e0 sex r0 ; Say so
16 0013: 64 out 4
17 0014: 01 db 01
18 0015: 3f 15 L15: bn4 L15
19 0017: e6 sex r6 ; Take it in and echo
20 0018: 6c inp 4 ; (to 0060)
21 0019: 64 out 4 ; (also increment R6)
22 001a: 37 1a L1A: b4 L1A
23 001c: e0 sex r0 ; Ditto second operand
24 001d: 64 out 4
25 001e: 02 db 02
26 001f: e6 sex r6
27 0020: 3f 20 loop: bn4 loop ; Wait for it
28 0022: 6c inp 4 ; Get it (note: X=6)
29 0023: 64 out 4 ; Echo it
30 0024: 37 24 L24: b4 L24 ; Wait for release
31 0026: 26 dec r6 ; Back up R6 to 0060
32 0027: 26 dec r6
33 0028: 46 lda r6 ; Get 1st operand to D
34 0029: c4 doit: nop ; Do operation
35 002a: c4 nop ; (Spare)
36 002b: 26 dec r6 ; Backup to 0600
37 002c: 56 str r6 ; Output result
38 002d: 64 out 4 ; (X=6 still)
39 002e: 7a req ; Turn off Q
40 002f: ca 00 20 lbnz loop ; Then if zero,
41 0032: 7b seq ; Turn it on again
42 0033: 30 20 br loop ; Repeat in any case

0029h: DOIT - ( 34) 3
0009h: L09 - ( 9) 9
0015h: L15 - ( 18) 18
001ah: L1A - ( 22) 22
0024h: L24 - ( 30) 30
0020h: LOOP - ( 27) 27 40 42 42
000dh: WFR - ( 12) 12

When you first run this program, try entering "C4", "11", "22", then "33". Notice that after the first time through,
the only display is the "11" alternating with your input. If you run it again, entering "00" instead of "11", you will
notice that Q comes on and stays on. The program loads the firstoperand intoD, executes theNOP you keyed in,
then displays the contents ofD (which has not changed).

Restart the program, but this time enter an opcode of "F0" (LDX ). Now what data is displayed? Be sure you
understand what you are seeing for theNOP and theLDX entered into this program before proceeding any further.
It is essential to have a good feeling for the prior contents of D (the accumulator) and the byte in memory that the
address register pointed to byX points to; theNOP shows you the former,LDX shows you the latter. TheALU
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(Arithmetic and Logical Unit) instructions combine these two data bytes to give some result; if you do not know
what the operation starts with, you will not know how it got its answer. Notice however, that the first time through
they are your inputs; after that they are the previously displayed result and the next input, respectively.

Now you should be ready to try a new opcode. Start with "F1", followed by "33", then "55". What was the
result? Does repeating the operation with the same second operand (i.e. push theI key again) change the result?
Try giving it "01". Can you figure out how to get a result of "FF"? Can you figure out which operation this opcode
does (ADD, AND, OR, orXOR)? (Hint: try giving it 00,00; 00,01; 01,00; and 01,01 and then compare the results
to the four tables I gave you).

OR Logical OR F1
-------------------------------------------------------------
The datum in D and the datum in the memory byte pointed to
by the address register pointed to by X are combined in a
bit-by-bit inclusive OR, and the result is left in D.

Try the same experiments with the opcode "F2". Can you figure out how to get a result of "FF"? Have you
figured out which operation this is?

AND Logical AND F2
-------------------------------------------------------------
The datum in D and the datum in the memory byte pointed to
by the address register pointed to by X are combined in a
bit-by-bit logical AND, and the result is left in D.

There is one more logical operation you have not yet tested. Try opcode "F3". Notice that repeated operations
with the same datum in the second operand is not the same as forAND andOR. Do you see a pattern?

XOR eXclusive OR F3
-------------------------------------------------------------
The datum in D and the datum in the memory byte pointed to
by the address register pointed to by X are combined in a
bit-by-bit exclusive OR, and the result is left in D.

It might help you to understand how these instructions are used if you consider them in the following way:

• AND forces to zero those bits in the accumulator which are zeros in the second operand.

• OR forces to one those bits in the accumulator which are ones in the second operand.

• XOR complements(sets zeros to ones, ones to zeros) those bits in the accumulator which correspond to
ones in the second operand, leaving the other bits in the accumulator unchanged.

• Also, XOR forces to zero those bits in the accumulator which match the correspondingbits of the second
operand, andforces to one those bits which do not match.

We have met before (in the branches and the I/O instructions)a family of opcodes with “positive” and “neg-
ative” versions, distinguished by a single bit. The ALU opcodes are something like them, but the bit distin-
guishes the Immediate addressing mode (two byte instruction, with the operand being the second byte) from the
"R(X)" or register indirect addressing mode (the datum is in memory, an address registerpoints to it; in the
1802 (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/CDP1802) ALU operations that address register is selected byX). Consider
the difference betweenLDX (F0) andLDI (F8). TryLDI in ProgramExample 5-1. What datum is displayed as a
result? Where in memory did it come from? (Hint: look at "the second byte of the instruction"). When you have
a good feeling for the difference, you are ready to try "F9". Does the bit pattern of the opcode give you a clue at
to what to expect? Was your guess right?
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ORI b OR Immediate F9 bb
-------------------------------------------------------------
All the bits in D corresponding to ones in the second byte
of the instruction are set to ones.

Try also "FA" and "FB".

ANI b ANd Immediate FA bb
-------------------------------------------------------------
All the bits in D corresponding to zeros in the second byte
of the instruction are set to zeros.

XRI b eXclusive oR Immediate FB bb
-------------------------------------------------------------
All the bits in D corresponding to ones in the second byte
of the instruction are complemented.

Now you are ready to try the opcode "F4". For the first two operands, use something like "12" and "34".
Obviously the result is the sum of these. Then enter a larger number like "58". Is the result what you expected?
Remember your computer adds in binary (or hexadecimal), notthe familiar decimal. Look at the sum in binary:

binary hex
0100 0110 46

+0101 1000 +58
---------- ---
1001 1110 9E

Notice that 6+8 (which is 0110 + 1000) is 14, but 14 decimal is 1110 binary, which is E in hexadecimal. Do you
understand why 4+5=9? Notice here that the second bit sum from the left is 1+1, which our table tells us is 10 (in
binary). So the sum is 0 with a carry into the next digit to the left. Before you enter it, try to anticipate what adding
"27" will result in. Start your paper sum with the rightmost bit, which is 0+1=1. The next bit sum is 1+1; what
digit do you write down? What carry? The third digit is trickier: 1+1+carry=? Our addition table does not show
what to do with three ones, but your recollection from grammar school should remind you that 1+1+1=3 which is
11 in binary. In other words, write 1, carry 1. Finish the sum,then try entering the number. Did the computer get
the same result you did? If not, do you know what you did wrong?(Notice that I assume the computer’s answer
is the correct one. You can depend on the fact that any mistakes are yours, not the computer’s. Computers these
days, and your ELF II in particular, are more reliable than the cars we depend on every day.)

How much do you think you need to add to hex C5 to get FF? You can figure this out by looking for results of
one in the addition table; notice that this happens for 0+1 and 1+0, so if the first operand has a zero, add one; if
it has a one, add zero. Do you believe that C5+3A=FF? Try it. Doyou think you can guess what FF+01 is? Try
it. What happened to the carry out of the left bit of the sum? Wewill come back to that carry later. For now let us
assume it vanishes (which is all you can see anyway).

If you add 01+02 you get 03, which is reasonable since 1+2=3. We think of subtracting A-B as "the number
which added to B results in A." In other words, 1+2=3 is the same as 3-2=1. What number do you add to 1 to
get 0? In high school algebra we called these "negative numbers": 1+(-1)=0. Now you already know what your
computer will add to 01 to get 00. Obviously, hex FF is equal to-1. It is a strange sort of mathematics where
255=(-1). Can you guess what is -2? Does it seem obvious that -2 must be one less than -1? Try adding FE+02.
Notice also that (-1)+(-1) = FF+FF = FE. Aside from the peculiarity that -2=254, negative numbers seem to do all
the things we want them to. What is -4 (try adding -2 to itself)? Or -8? Can you figure out -9?

Negative numbersare simply the positive numbers subtracted from 256, which we observe to be indistinguish-
able from zero. You saw how to decide how much to add to a numberto get hex FF; you add a number with each
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bit complemented (replace ones with zeros, zeros with ones). If A+B=-1, then A+(B+1)=0. Given A, you know
how to find B; add one to that and you have computed -A. Let’s tryan example: What is the negative of (hex) 64?

binary hex
0110 0100 64

+1001 1011 +9B (complement)
---------- ---
1001 1100 9C = -64

Add 64 and 9C on your computer to prove that this is correct. Try a few other examples. A little later, when we
let the computer subtract, you will see that it does it the same way we did.

ADD Add F4
-------------------------------------------------------------
Add the contents of the memory byte pointed to by the
register pointed to by X to the contents of D, and put the
sum in D. Put the carry out of the sum into DF.

I slipped you a ringer in the above description ofADD. The last sentence describes something you cannot
see. Let’s remedy that situation. At the end ofI/O and Branches, I mentioned that there was a set of conditional
branches and skips that tested theDF register, but we could not see how they worked yet. Now you can. Change
the opcode in location 002F of ProgramExample 5-1from CA to CB. Then run it, giving it theADD opcode with
operands "11" and "22". Notice that Q stays off. Keep adding 22, and watch Q as the results go up. Notice what
happens when you add FF+22=21. You see, there really is a carry out of the left bit of the sum. When that carry
is one, theDF register is set to one; when the carry is zero (that is, there is no carry),DF is set to zero.

Do some addition in which the carry is zero, then restart the program so you can try another opcode, such as
LDX , OR, AND, or XOR. Does theDF ever get set (as evidenced by Q coming on)? Now do an addition which
sets DF to one, and repeat the experiment. Why does Q come on this time? Does this convince you that none of
the other instructions we have met so far affectDF? Notice that not even Reset has any effect on it. To get a feel
for the conditionals which testDF, change the opcode in 002F to C3 and run a few more sums throughit. Try
the short branch version by putting aNOP in 002F and a 33 in 0030. Try 3B. Can you think of how to change
002F-0031 to demonstrate the skip version of this test? (Hint: See what happens when you putLSZ in 002F and
BR in 0030.)

BDF a Branch if DF is 1 33 aa
LBDF aa Long Branch if DF is 1 C3 aaaa
-------------------------------------------------------------
Branch to the location whose address is in the second byte
(or second and third bytes) of the instruction if DF=1.

BNF a Branch if DF is 0 3B aa
LBNF aa Long Branch if DF is 0 CB aaaa
-------------------------------------------------------------
Branch to the location whose address is in the second byte
(or second and third bytes) of the instruction if DF=0.

LSDF Long Skip if DF is 1 CF
-------------------------------------------------------------
Skip the next two bytes if DF=1.

LSNF Long Skip if DF is 0 C7
-------------------------------------------------------------
Skip the next two bytes if DF=0.
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Be sure ProgramExample 5-1is correctly modified to reflect the status ofDF on Q (for example, CF in 002F
and 30 in 0030). There are three other opcodes in the 1802 (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/CDP1802) which do
addition. Let’s explore them a little.

Try the opcode FC. What does it do? Can you figure out why it ignores the second operand you are entering?
What does it use instead? How does that compare with the difference betweenLDX andLDI ? By trying different
first operands, convince yourself that the operation is the same, only that the second operand is the C4 in location
002A. You could even try modifying that byte to verify this, but be sure to put theNOP back afterwards.

ADI b ADd Immediate FC bb
-------------------------------------------------------------
Add the value of the second byte of the instruction to the
accumulator, and put the sum back into the accumulator. Put
the carry out bit in the DF register.

The next one is a little more tricky. Do some addition which leavesDF=0, then enter the opcode "74" with
small operands such as "11" and "22". Convince yourself thatit still adds the same asADD. Continue adding 22
until you get to the sum FF+22=21+carry. What result would you expect from the next addition if it wereADD
instruction (F4)? If you are sure that 21+22=43, pressI again and see if you know why you do not see 43. Try
various other numbers. Do you see any relationship between the previous value ofDF (as seen in Q) and the way
this instruction adds? See if you can convince yourself thatthis instruction adds the two operands plus the value
of DF (either 0 or 1). Try the immediate version of the same opcode (hex 7C). Do you understand it?

ADC ADd with Carry 74
ADCI b ADd with Carry Immediate 7C bb
-------------------------------------------------------------
Add the memory byte pointed to by the address register
pointed to by X (or the second byte of the instruction) plus
the value of the DF register to the accumulator. Put the
result in the accumulator, and put the carry out of the sum
back into DF.

When I talked about negative numbers, I carefully introduced them before you knew aboutDF. As it turns out,
DF is a little confusing when you think of your numbers as positive and negative. For example, if you add 3+5=8,
the carry out is 0. If you add (-3)+(-5) = -8, the carry out is one. That does not mean the result is too big for your
eight bits, only that there was a carry out. Well, it tells youa little more: (-3)+5=2 produces a carry=1; 3+(-5)=(-2)
has a carry=0. If you know you are adding a positive and a negative number, the sum will have a carry out of zero
if the result is negative. So what? That’s not very helpful, yet.

We would like the computer to compute negative numbers for us, so we can do subtraction. A-B = A+(-B), so
if we want to subtract some number from another, we need only find its negative and add. Remember theXOR?
We can use it to find the negative of the number in the accumulator, by complementing every bit, after which it is
easy to add one. Do you believe ProgramExample 5-2will find the negative of whatever is inD? By then adding,
this does an effective subtraction.

Example 5-2. Subtract D from Memory

199 Patterns read.
1 0000: fb 00 XRI FFh ; Complement D
2 0002: fc 01 ADI 1 ; Add one
3 0004: f4 ADD ; Add memory (=Subtract)

I did not include the object code for this program because I don’t think you actually need to see it run. Especially
because there is a single instruction in the 1802 (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/CDP1802) which does the work of
all three of these. Still using ProgramExample 5-1(modified to reflectDF on Q as before), key in the opcode F5
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with operands "01" and "03". What is 3-1? What does the computer say? Suppose you subtract the result from 3
again (hitI again); what do you get? Try subtracting 1-3. Notice DF; whensubtracting positive numbers,DF=1 if
the difference is also positive, andDF=0 if the difference is negative. If you consider all numberspositive (in the
range 0-255) then 253-3=250 is positive, soDF=1; 237-241=(-4) is negative, soDF=0. Remember, it is only your
opinion that matters in deciding whether a number is positive or negative. The number 237 equally well answers
the questions "What is the 237th positive number?" and "Whatis the 19th negative number (as represented by
counting down from 256)?" The computer does not know which ofthese two questions is answered by a hex ED.

SD Subtract D from memory F5
-------------------------------------------------------------
Add the memory byte pointed to by the register pointed to by
X, to the complement of the accumulator plus 1. The sum is
put back into the accumulator, and the carry out of the sum
is placed in DF. This is equivalent to a Two’s Complement
subtraction of the accumulator from the memory byte.

As you might expect, the 1802 (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/CDP1802) also has a subtract immediate. In Pro-
gramExample 5-1the immediate byte is hex C4. Try the opcode FD with various first operand values (such as
C4,00 or FF,01, etc.). Notice that the second operand has no effect (Why?). In each case you should be satisfied
that the first operand is subtracted from C4. Notice also thatif you subtract the result from C4 again (by pressing
I again), you get back your original datum. Notice the carry out each time (in Q).

SDI b Subtract D from Immediate byte FD bb
-------------------------------------------------------------
Complement the accumulator and add it plus one to the second
byte of the instruction. The sum is put back into the
accumulator, and the carry out is placed into DF.

As you probably guessed by now, any instruction which modifies DF has a version which adds the previous
value ofDF into the result. The purpose of this is so that you can do arithmetic on larger numbers than will fit
in one byte. For example, to add two 16-bit numbers (say, one in RA that we’ll call OP1, the other in memory
pointed to by R8 which we’ll call OP2), something like Program Example 5-3would be used:

Example 5-3. Add Two 16-bit Numbers

1 0000: e8 SEX R8 ; R8 points to OP2
2 0001: 8a GLO RA ; Get low bate of OP1
3 0002: f4 ADD ; Add low byte of OP2
4 0003: aa PLO RA ; Put sum in RA
5 0004: 9a GHI RA ; Get high byte of OP1
6 0005: 28 DEC R8 ; Point to OP2
7 0006: 74 ADC ; Add with carry
8 0007: ba PHI RA ; Put result in RA

It should not be hard to imagine that this would also work for asubtract. In this case we are concerned about
borrowing rather than carrying (remember your grammar school subtraction), but it turns out that the same mech-
anism works for both. Remember that subtraction consists ofcomplementing the number to be subtracted, then
adding one. Let’s try a 16-bit example:

binary hex
0100 0001 0011 0110 4136

-0001 0010 1011 0100 -12B4
--------------------- -----

First we find the negative of hex 12B4. To do this, complement all the bits, then add 1:
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binary hex
1110 1101 0100 1011 ED4B complement of 12B4

+1 +1 add 1
--------------------- -----
1110 1101 0100 1100 ED4C is -12B4

Notice that I split the number into two bytes so you can see howthe computer might compute it. You see, when
the rightmost two bits were added, there was a carry into the next bit position to the left, but there was no carry
out of the eighth bit across the byte boundary into the next byte (the ninth bit from the right). On the other hand,
if I take the negative of hex 4000:

binary hex
0100 0000 0000 0000 4000

1011 1111 1111 1111 DFFF complement of 4000
+1 +1 add 1

--------------------- -----
1100 0000 0000 0000 C000 is -4000

Here the carry propagated; that is, each carry resulted in another carry, all the way across both bytes to the 14th
bit; in particular the carry out of the low byte was 1, which had to be added into the high byte. Now if this 16-bit
number is in one of the address registers and you instruct thecomputer to increment it, it will propagate the carry
all the way across as it should. But the accumulator is only 8 bits, so the carry out of the low half is carried byDF
into the high half.

Returning to our subtraction problem, we would like the computer to do the complement, add 1, and add all in
the fewest machine instructions. Let’s look at how this should work:

binary hex
0100 0001 0011 0110 4136

-0001 0010 1011 0100 -12B4
--------------------- -----

Do the right byte first:

binary hex
0100 0001 0011 0110 4136

+0100 1011 +4B complement of B4
+1 +1

---------- -----
1000 0000 80

Notice there is no carry out of this sum, so we donot want to use the same instruction to subtract the left byte,
because theSD instruction adds that 1! Instead, we just want to add the complement ofD to the memory byte:

binary hex
0100 0001 1000 0000 4136

+1110 1101 +ED complement of 12
--------------------- -----
0010 1110 1000 0000 2E80

Notice the carry out of the sum, indicating that the result ispositive. What happens if there is a carry out of the
low byte? Let’s try subtracting zero from our result:

binary hex
0010 1110 1000 0000 2E80

-0000 0000 0000 0000 -0000
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--------------------- -----

which is:

binary hex
0010 1110 1000 0000 2E80

+1111 1111 1111 1111 +FFFF
+1 +1

--------------------- -----
0010 1110 1000 0000 2E80

Here we got the same answer (which we should expect), and the carry out is 1 (which we should expect since
the result is not negative). The carry across the byte boundary is also 1, not 0. If we knew this ahead of time, we
could use theSD instruction on the left byte as well as the right byte. It is better, however, to have an instruction
which will add theDF register into the sum, just as theADC does. The opcode for this instruction is 75 (or 7D
for the immediate addressing mode). Try using it with a few numbers until you see exactly what this instruction
does. Don’t forget to notice what is in the DF register the first time through (you might start with anADD which
leavesDF in a known state before testing this instruction).

SDBI b Subtract D w.Borrow from memory Immediate byte 7D bb
SDB Subtract D with Borrow from memory 75
-------------------------------------------------------------
Complement the accumulator and add it plus the value of the
DF register to the second byte of the instruction (or the
memory byte pointed to by the address register pointed to by
X). Put the sum into the accumulator and the carry out of the
sum back into DF. This instruction is used to extend a borrow
from a previous SD or SDB (or SDI or SDBI).

You should be aware that whenDF=1, there is no borrow; whenDF=0, theSDB effectively borrows from the
next byte. If you are not convinced of this, try a few paper examples, or compare the meaning ofDF after a
subtraction (i.e. whether the result is positive or negative).

Sometimes it is more convenient to subtract the byte in memory from the accumulator. We would like to be
able to do this without exchanging the two bytes, so by golly,there is a set of subtract instructions which goes
the other way (but still leaves the result in the accumulatorandDF). Convince yourself that you understand how
the opcodes F7, FF, 77, and 7F work by trying them in ProgramExample 5-1. Notice that opcodes that start with
"7x" addDF; and the ones whose second digit is greater than seven (78 to 7F) are immediate addressing mode.

SM Subtract Memory byte from D F7
SMI b Subtract Memory from D, Immediate FF bb
SMB Subtract Memory with Borrow from D 77
SMBI b Subtract Memory with Borrow from D, Immediate 7F bb
-------------------------------------------------------------
Complement the memory byte pointed to by the address register
pointed to by X (or the second byte of the instruction) and
add it plus 1 (or the DF register) to the accumulator. Put
the sum in the accumulator, and the carry out of the sum into
DF. This is equivalent to subtracting the immediate or memory
byte from D, with or without consideration of a borrow
incurred by a previous subtraction.

What happens when you add a number to itself? You should know that this is the same as multiplying it times
two. Look at an example in binary:

binary hex
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0100 0011 43
+0100 0011 +43
---------- ---
1000 0100 86

Notice that the bits are almost exactly the same, just shifted over one bit position to the left. For your con-
venience the 1802 (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/CDP1802) has a special instruction which does this without re-
quiring the memory location that anADD needs. Try opcode FE in ProgramExample 5-1, giving it various first
operands. Notice what happens toDF; do you believe it is exactly the same as if you added the number to itself?
If not, try theADD instruction with the same value as both first and second operand. What does the FE opcode
do with the second operand? Convince yourself that this is not an immediate addressing mode instruction (try
changing location 002A to something else likeIDL ("00") or SEQ ("7B"). If you change it toSEQ ("7B"), you
will need to look very carefully for a blink or else putNOPs in 002E and 0032.

What happens when you continue to repeat the shift opcode (bypushingI repeatedly)? As you probably
guessed, there is a version of the shift that "adds" in the previous contents ofDF. Try 7E in ProgramExample 5-1.
How many times do you have to repeat the operation at any particular datum before you get the same value back?
Do you understand why? Try thinking of the accumulator and carry (D andDF) as a 9-bit circular register:

[DF] <-- [D7] [D6] [D5] [D4] [D3] [D2] [D1] [D0] <--
|_________________________________________________|

SHL SHift D Left FE
SHLC SHift D Left with Carry 7E
-------------------------------------------------------------
Move each bit in the accumulator D one bit position to the
left. The leftmost bit of D is moved into the DF register.
The rightmost bit of the accumulator is set to zero (SHL) or
to the previous contents of DF (SHLC).

As you might suppose in a nice symmetrical machine like the 1802 (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/CDP1802),
there is also a shift right to divide by two. Try opcodes F6 and76 in ProgramExample 5-1. Be sure to watchDF
(as reflected in Q). Do you understand what is happening? Lookat a paper version, shifting hex 43 right:

binary hex
0100 0011 43
0010 0001 21 (and DF=1)

Of course if a shift right with carry were executed next, you would get

binary hex
1001 0000 90 (DF=1)

What is next, if you continue? Try it.

SHR SHift D Right F6
SHRC SHift D Right with Carry 76
-------------------------------------------------------------
Move each bit in the accumulator D one bit position to the
right. The rightmost bit of D is moved into DF. The leftmost
bit of the accumulator is filled with zero (SHR) or with the
previous contents of DF (SHRC).

Notice that if shifting left multiplies by two, shifting right divides by two. The bit shifted into DF can be thought
of as a remainder; if a number is even, the remainder is zero when dividing by 2; if odd, the remainder is one.
Also notice that dividing (shifting right) large numbers requires that you start with the leftmost byte instead of
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the rightmost byte as in adding and subtracting. If you recall your grammar school arithmetic, you will remember
that long division works the same way.

By now you should have a thorough understanding of the arithmetic and logical instructions of the 1802.
You already understand the register operations (fromChapter 4) and the branch and I/O instructions (from
I/O and Branches). All that remains are the control instructions, which are the rest of those with the left digit of
"7x" and those with the left digit "Dx". These we cover inControl Instructions.
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In this chapter you will learn about the six remaining instructions in the 1802
(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/CDP1802) instruction set. So far we have made considerable use of the fact that
Reset forcesP=0 andR0=0000. However, it is often convenient to use registers other thanR0 for the program
counter.Interrupts and DMAdeals with one such occasion. In this chapter, therefore, you will learn how to
modify the contents ofP. You will also learn about some other ways to operate onX.

You only need one program to experiment with the instructions for this chapter, so I hope you do not mind
its being rather large. To check your work in loading it, sequence memory. Then after keying in the last byte of
ProgramExample 6-1flip the M/P switch on and verify that the next byte contains 4A. If not, you may have
dropped a byte or inserted one too many.

Example 6-1. Test Control Instructions

1 0000: 90 GHI R0 ; Set up R1-R4:
2 0001: b1 PHI R1 ; All in page 00
3 0002: b2 PHI R2
4 0003: b3 PHI R3
5 0004: b4 PHI R4
6 0005: f8 42 LDI ONE
7 0007: a1 PLO R1
8 0008: f8 46 LDI FOUR ; R1=0042
9 000a: a4 PLO R4 ; R4=0046

10 000b: f8 3e NEW: LDI TWO ; (Loop to here)
11 000d: a2 PLO 2 ; R2=003E
12 000e: f8 1b LDI DOIT
13 0010: a3 PLO R3 ; R3=001B
14 0011: e3 SEX R3 ; KeyIn opcode:
15 0012: 3f 12 L12: BN4 L12 ; Wait for it
16 0014: 6c INP 4 ; Here it is
17 0015: 64 OUT 4 ; Echo it
18 0016: 37 16 L16: B4 L16 ; Wait for release
19 0018: f8 3a LDI CON ; Move R3
20 001a: a3 PLO R3
21 001b: c4 DOIT: NOP ; ←− Opcode goes here
22 001c: 7b SEQ ; Q on if fell thru
23 001d: a5 DISP: PLO R5 ; Save Accumulator
24 001e: 64 OUT 4 ; Display M(R(X))
25 001f: c4 NOP
26 0020: 3f 20 L20: BN4 L20 ; Hold
27 0022: f0 LDX ; Back up register
28 0023: 73 STXD ; pointed to by X
29 0024: 7a REQ
30 0025: e2 SEX R2
31 0026: 64 OUT 4 ; Display M(R(2))
32 0027: 37 27 L27: B4 L27
33 0029: 64 OUT 4 ; Also next byte
34 002a: 3f 2a L2A: BN4 L2A
35 002c: 85 GLO R5 ; Recover saved D
36 002d: 52 STR R2 ; so to display it
37 002e: 64 OUT 4
38 002f: 37 2f L2F: B4 L2F
39 0031: e3 SEX R3 ; Noe also R3
40 0032: 64 OUT 4
41 0033: c4 NOP ; If this is skip,
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42 0034: 30 0b BR NEW
43 0036: 7b SEQ ; Turn on Q
44 0037: 30 0b BR NEW ; Go repeat
45 0039: 00 IDL
46 003a: 24 CON: DB 24h
47 003b: 33 DB 33h
48 003c: ff DB 0FFh
49 003d: 22 DB 22h
50 003e: ee TWO: DB 0EEh ; R2 points here
51 003f: dd DB 0DDh
52 0040: bb DB 0BBh
53 0041: 00 IDL
54 0042: f8 11 ONE: LDI 11h ; Unique # in D
55 0044: 30 1d BR DISP ; Go display it
56 0046: f8 44 FOUR: LDI 44h ; Ditto
57 0048: 30 1d BR DISP

003ah: CON - ( 46) 19
001dh: DISP - ( 23) 55 57 57
001bh: DOIT - ( 21) 12
0046h: FOUR - ( 56) 8
0012h: L12 - ( 15) 15
0016h: L16 - ( 18) 18
0020h: L20 - ( 26) 26
0027h: L27 - ( 32) 32
002ah: L2A - ( 34) 34
002fh: L2F - ( 38) 38
000bh: NEW - ( 10) 42 44
0042h: ONE - ( 54) 6
003eh: TWO - ( 50) 10

When you first put this program in, leave theM/P switch on and run it. This will help you understand it before
trying to use it with new data. Also, if you made a keying error(like I did), you might notice it before clobbering
the whole program. Be sure you understand how this program works! Let’s review it:

First you will see that there are no instructions you have notalready met. Also, aside from the fact that R1 and
R4 point to them, there seems to be no way for the computer to execute the instructions between 0042 and 0049.
R3 is set up to point to theNOP at 001B, so the firstINP will replace that with what you key in (because X=3); we
have done that before in slightly different ways. The program is set up to display six data bytes (on three pushes
of theI key) before going back for a repeat. The six things are:

1. The opcode you keyed in.

2. The byte pointed to by the address register pointed to by X.This register is decremented in a tricky
way after the output. Convince yourself that it works without destroying memory. Wouldn’t it have been
nicer to have a “Decrement Register pointed to byX” instruction? Alas, they ran out of opcodes before
they ran out of good instructions. In this case, the program assumes that we do not know what is inX,
and this is a way to find out (the display will be distinctive, so you can determine which register and
which memory location was used).

3. The memory byte pointed to byR2. This may or may not be the same as the previous display. We assume
it will be different most of the time, sinceX=3 before the unknown instruction.

4. The next byte in memory (still underR2).

5. The accumulator containing the results of the unknown instruction. Recall that this is saved inR5, then
stored into memory for display here. If the instruction doesnot change the accumulator, its previous
contents will be displayed, which is the "3A" loaded at 0018.Keep that in mind as you run this program.
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6. The byte in memory pointed to byR3. This should help us to discover ifR3was altered, or if the memory
under it was changed.

It might have been better to also display the low half ofR2 andR3, but the program was already getting too
big. You may add the extra instructions to do this as an exercise.

The Q register is set by this program immediately after the unknown opcode, so if for any reason that instruction
does not proceed to the next, Q will not come on. It is turned off again the next time you pushI . If you were to
change theNOP in 0033 to aLSKP ("C8"), Q would also come on when the last datum is displayed.We will do
that a little later.

At locations 0042 and 0046 there areLDI instructions which then branch to the display routine starting at 001D
(notice this misses theSEQ ("7B") instruction). If you see "11" or "44" when the accumulator is displayed, you
will know which instructions were executed.

Now, on with the show. After trying it once or twice withM/P on (notice that it says thatD="DD" because it
could not store the actual contents into memory), try the program withM/P off and key in aNOP (C4) to see the
difference. TrySEX R2(E2) to see how the second display is changed. Try something to modify the accumulator;
say,GLO R0 (80). You might find it worthwhile to tryGLO R1 andGLO R4 and remember the results. What
happens if you key in "F8"? Do you know why? If not, review theLDI instruction inChapter 4. Notice what
happens if you key in an instruction to increment or decrement R2 or R3. Try INC R4, followed byGLO R4.
How aboutLDXA (72)? What I want you to do is become familiar with this program. You might even try some
instructions I have not suggested, but be careful! Some instructions (such as branches) will cause the program to
blow up, forcing you to key the program back in; be sure you understand what to expect from each experiment
before doing it.

Now let’s try some new opcodes. Just to be safe, quickly scan the program (examine mode) to be sure you have
not clobbered anything; if so, fix it. Now try the opcode "D1".Did Q come on? What was in the accumulator?
Can you guess why the D1 opcode caused the computer to executethe instructions at 0042 instead of theSEQ
("7B") at 001C? Reset the computer and try the same opcode, but this time enter aGLO R1 (81) opcode after it.
Did you notice that Q came on this time? What is inR1? Why is it not 42? Key inGLO R4 (just to see what is
in R4) then key in "D4", followed by "84" again. What happened toR4? Now what happens if you repeat "D1"
or "D4" again? Why do you suppose the instructions at 0042 or 0046 are no longer executed? Do you understand
that sinceR1 andR4both point to 001C, they can no longer get to 0042 or 0046?

If I tell you that the "D1" opcode puts a "1" intoP (makingR1 the Program Counter), does that help you
to understand what happened?R0 is still pointing to the next byte after the "D1" opcode, i.e.R0=001C. But
R1 is now used to fetch instructions, and the next one loads "11"into the accumulator. It then branches to the
display routine (all the time incrementing and modifyingR1, becauseR1 is the PC). The second time through
the instruction at 001B,R1 is already the PC, so nothing new happens, and the next intruction is theSEQ ("7B")
at 001C.R0 still has not changed. You can see that by keying inINC R0. If you do this first, theSEQ ("7B")
instruction will be skipped, becauseP=0. But after a D1 or D4 you can incrementR0as much as you like, because
it is not being used any more (you can see how much it has been incremented with aGLO R0). In the same way
you can incrementR4 or R1 (whichever is not the PC); just be careful not to setP back to the altered register if
you do not know that it points to a valid instruction, or you may wipe out your program.

SEP r SEt P Dr
-------------------------------------------------------------
Copy r (the low four bits of the instruction) into P, making
the designated address register the new Program Counter.

Because theSEPinstruction leaves the old PC register pointing to what was going to be the next instruction, we
have a very convenient way to jump to a subroutine. Asubroutine is a little program that does some function. A
main program normallycallsa subroutine by jumping to its beginning; the subroutine does its job, and when it is
finished itreturns to where it left off in the main program that called it. Most computers have special instructions
(calledCall instructions) which remember somehow where they came from,so that when the subroutine is ready
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to return, another specialReturn instruction returns execution to the instruction immediately following the call.
In the 1802 (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/CDP1802) theSEP instruction is used for both Call and Return.

To get an idea how this might work, change theBR instruction in 0044 of ProgramExample 6-1to aNOP and
a SEP R0. Run the program and key in aSEP R1. Do you know why the Q came on? What is inP when the
display routine was executed? Test your answer by keying inINC R1 andINC R0. Remember, Q will not come
on after incrementing the PC.

Now reset and restart the computer, then key inSEP R1again. Do it a second time. Why does theD register
show "44" and not "11"? To be sure thatR4 has not been affected, trySEP R4. You see, what happened is that
after theLDI #11 instruction, we setP back to 0 (which continued with theSEQ ("7B") instruction), leavingR1
pointing to location 0046; the nextSEP R1instruction returned to load "44" into the accumulator. In essence, the
main program “Called” the subroutine at 0042 by executing the firstSEP R1; this subroutine “Returned” to the
main program by theSEP R0. Or you can think of theSEP R0as a Call to the display routine, which returns to the
LDI #44 instruction with aSEP R1. There is really much more subtlety here than I can explain inthis chapter.
It turns out that this capability makes the 1802 (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/CDP1802) a much more powerful
computer than any other eight bit microprocessor.

Let’s move on to some other instructions which modifyP (andX). Quickly verify that ProgramExample 6-1
is still in your computer (i.e. that you have not destroyed part of it by your experiments). Then key in the opcode
"70". This instruction does several things; you will want tocompare it to aNOP (as an example of an instruction
that does nothing), toSEP R4, SEX R2, andIRX (instructions that each do one of the many things that the "70"
opcode did). Are you satisfied that you know what happened?

Now try to find a logical basis for all of these things. SinceR3 was incremented andX=3, it seems that this
instruction operates on the register pointed to byX. Furthermore, the opcode "70" has neither a "2" nor a "4" in
it, so we need to look elsewhere to know howX andP got set. But notice:R3 pointed to a byte in memory with
both a 2 and a 4. Check out this hypothesis by changing the "24"in 003A to "14"; does the second display now
show "F8" (the byte pointed to byR1)? Change 003A to "21"; now doesP come out to be 1? Do you think you
know what this instruction does?

RET RETurn 70
-------------------------------------------------------------
Read the byte from the memory location pointed to by the
register pointed to by X; then increment that register. Copy
the right 4 bits of the byte read into P, and the left four
bits into X. Then enable interrupts (set IE to 1).

This instruction is intended to be used when the computer is finished servicing an interrupt, and in that sense
it "returns from the interrupt" to the program which was interrupted. What I mean by interrupts will be explained
more completely inInterrupts and DMA. Notice that this instruction enables them (whatever they are). There is
another instruction which disables interrupts. Try opcode"71" in ProgramExample 6-1and convince yourself
that you cannot tell the difference between it and theRET instruction.

DIS Return and DISable interrupts 71
-------------------------------------------------------------
Read the byte from the memory location pointed to by the
register pointed to by X; then increment that register. Copy
the right 4 bits of the byte read into P, and the left four
bits into X. Then disable interrupts (set IE to 0).

The only difference betweenRET and DIS is the Interrupt Enable flag inside the 1802
(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/CDP1802). Fortunately,we have a way of looking at that flag in our program. We
can test whether interrupts are enabled by that one skip instruction that we have not yet analysed. Change the
NOP in location 0033 to anLSZ (CE) and convince yourself that if and only if the instruction you key into the
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computer results in a zero accumulator, Q comes on with the sixth display and stays on through the entry of the
next opcode. You may test this by keying inGLO R0 for non-zero andGHI R0 ("90") for zero results. When
you are satisfied that you understand when and how the Q comes on, change thatLSZ to a "CC" (in 0033).
Now compare the results of Q after theRET andDIS instructions. Do you see that this instruction skips when
interrupts are enabled?

LSIE Long Skip if Interrupts are Enabled CC
-------------------------------------------------------------
If the internal IE flag enabling interrupts is True=1, skip
the next two instruction bytes; if False=0, take the next
instruction in sequence.

Exercise:Devise an experiment to see whether interrupts are enabled or disabled (or unaffected) by Reset.

TheRET andDIS instructions are convenient any time you want to load bothX andP. This is expecially true
when the program itself needs to compute the value for one or both of these four-bit registers. For example, you
might write a subroutine which will return to any of three different program counters, depending on what was inP
when the subroutine was called. Subroutines are most usefulwhen they can be called from (almost) anywhere in
the rest of the program. So the program will save its own valuefor X andP in memory somewhere, then call the
subroutine with aSEP instruction. When the subroutine is ready to return, it setsX to the register which points to
that memory byte, and executes aDIS (or RET) instruction, taking the program back to the instruction following
theSEP, with the appropriate values inX andP.

But how does the calling program know its ownX andP? I’m glad you asked. Obviously, since you wrote the
program,you know what is inX andP, so you can let the computer know with anLDI instruction. But suppose
you wrote a clever program that may have different values inX andP for different times through the program
(something like ProgramExample 6-1, wherePmay be 0, 1, or 4, depending on what instructions you previously
keyed in). How then can we know what to save? Well, obviously Iwould not bring up the subject if there were
not an instruction to do just that, so try opcode "79" in ProgramExample 6-1.

If you tried the "79" and are not now thoroughly confused, either you already understand this new instruction as
well as ProgramExample 6-1(and have no need to be reading this book), or you do not understand the problem
at all. Do not reset and try another opcode! If you already didyou may have clobbered the whole program; go
back and verify it. Fix any bytes that are not correct, then run once with the opcode "79". Why does the program
no longer respond to the theI key? Did the computer stop? Reset it and tryIDL ("00"). How is that different?
Reset and tryDEC R0; is that like theIDL ("00") or the new opcode? So you can assume the computer did not
stop. The first display is supposed to be the byte pointed to bythe register pointed to byX. What evidence is there
that this instruction was really executed? (Hint; look at Q.) So which register points to a "C4"? You already know
there is no C4 anywhere near whereR2andR3point; the same is true forR1andR4. You might guess thatR7or
R9might be involved but none of the other instructions in the "7x" series have register numbers attached to them.
What aboutR0? Where doesR0 point? Be careful, rememberR0 is the PC.

Reset the computer and trySEX R0. Aha! But why did the computer quit responding? Look at the program
again, especially around 0022-0023. IfX=0 and you decrement the register pointed to byX, are you not also
decrementing the PC? Let’s get out of this trap by changing the STXD in 0023 to aNOP. Notice that there is an
STXD in location 0024 also, not aREQ ("7A")! Why? Think about what theSTXD in 0023 did (What is inX?
Where doesR0 point? What is inD? When wasD last loaded?). Put theREQ ("7A") back into 0024. Also put
your constants back into locations 0039-0041. Reset and runthe program again, first with aNOP so you see how
it is different without theSTXD. Now try SEX R0. Finally try the "79" again. You already know this instruction
setsX to 0 in our test. Does it change the accumulator? What about the registerX previously pointed to (R3), or
the memory that register points to? What happened toR2? How about the memory it used to point to?

This instruction is so complicated that I am going to give youanother experiment to test it. Fix location 003E
(or notice what its new content is) and reset then run ProgramExample 6-1again (with aNOP instead of the
STXD). This time key in aSEP R4first, so that you know thatP=4 for the second keyin. This is important. Now
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key in "79" and look at the results. What was displayed first, that is, what evidence is there as to the contents
of X? If X=0. what would you have seen? Remembering thatP is still 4, key inSEX R0 for the third entry. Are
you convinced that this time the "79" did not setX=0? If not 0, then what did it setX to? Where did the "C4"
come from? Which register points to aNOP when theOUT 4 ("64") instruction in 001E is executed? Would you
believe that this instruction copiesP into X? Now, remembering thatX is set to 3 before the keyed-in opcode is
executed, why do you suppose neitherR3 nor the memory underR3 is affected by this instruction, but ratherR2
and the memory it points to?

I’ll tell you. There are three address registers with special (hardware) significance in the 1802
(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/CDP1802):R0, as you know, is forced to 0000 and becomes the program counter at
Reset; it is also used for DMA as you will see inInterrupts and DMA. R1 is used for interrupts, as you will
also see inInterrupts and DMA. R2 is also significant in the servicing of interrupts (yes,Interrupts and DMA
again!), but this instruction, and only this instruction, usesR2and the memory pointed to byR2 regardless of the
contents ofX andP. As you can see, something was stored into the memory location pointed to byR2, thenR2
was decremented. What was stored? Remember the first time youtried this instruction, "30" was stored; the
second time it stored "34". The first timeP=0 and the second timeP=4, so it is a good guess that the low four bits
are a copy ofP. What about the high four bits? Recall that theRET andDIS instructions expect to see a value
for P in the low four bits of the memory byte pointed to byX and a value forX in the high four bits. Thus it is
reasonable to assume that the "79" instruction copiesX into the high four bits of the byte it stores, and in fact,X
was 3 in both cases.

MARK Save X and P in T 79
-------------------------------------------------------------
Copy X and P into the T register, store T in the memory byte
pointed to by R2, then decrement R2; finally copy P into X.

What’s this about a "T register"? The only function of theT register in the 1802
(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/CDP1802) is to receive a copy ofX andP. TheMARK ("79") instruction does this,
and an interrupt also does it (these pop up all over this chapter, don’t they?). As you will see in the next chapter,
we need some way to save and restore what the computer is doingin the case of an interrupt; theT register helps
us do this. But of course you have to save the contents ofT, so you can putX andP back at the end of the
interrupt. The "78" instruction does this. Try it, but first you might want to put theSTXD back into location 0023
and fix up the constants in 003A-0040. Notice that now when yourun the program and key in 78, the first display
(which is the contents of the memory byte pointed to by the register pointed to byX) shows "34" (assuming your
last experiment was theMARK ("79") instruction after theSEP R4). This is the same as that saved inT by the
previousMARK ("79"). Notice thatT is not affected by Reset.R2 is not involved in this instruction, andD is
not changed. If you wanted, you could execute anotherMARK ("79") (don’t forget to change theSTXD to a
NOP!) to put a different value intoT, which a subsequent "78" will then reflect.

SAV SAVe T 78
-------------------------------------------------------------
Copy the contents of the T register into the memory location
pointed to by the address register pointed to by X.

Now you have learned all the instructions your computer is capable of executing. If you look
carefully, you will notice that we never studied the opcode "68". That’s because it is not a defined 1802
(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/CDP1802) instruction. It has the form of anINP instruction, but 0 is not a defined
input port, so if you execute it (try it!) nothing is input. "Nothing" is the answer to a question; it is data, and
something will be put in the accumulator and memory (so now you know whatthe computer uses to mean
"nothing").

However, since the result of the "68" opcode is unpredictable, it should not be used in your programs. In fact,
"68" is the first byte of a series of additional instructions for the 1804 and 1805 microprocessors.
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In case you had not noticed, the "60" opcode (IRX ) is in the form of anOUT instruction, but again, since there
is no port 0, the output data goes nowhere. However all other functions of theOUT instruction (i.e. incrementing
the register pointed to byX) are still performed. So it turned out to be a useful instruction after all. Clever, these
Yankees.

In Interrupts and DMA we will study some of the special hardware features of the 1802
(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/CDP1802) which enable itto do certain kinds of input and output. Be sure you
understand all of the instructions covered in Chapters 3-6 so that you will be able to follow the programs
presented inInterrupts and DMA.
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Now that you understand all of the 1802 (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/CDP1802) instructions (go back and review
them if you have any doubts), you are ready to use them in a realprogram. You are going to build this program in
pieces, and so learn about some of the particular hardware features of the ELF II one step at a time. In the process
you should come to understand how to program for interrupts and DMA, and how to watch for timing problems.
Incidentally, you will also learn a little about writing diagnostics for your computer (more about what those are
later). This chapter is not as detailed about the individualprograms as Chapters 3-6, so be prepared to do more of
your own thinking.

First let’s talk aboutDMA , or Direct Memory Access. All of the I/O instructions transfer data into or out
of the computer at the time the program commands it; that is, when the I/O instruction is executed. DMA runs
independently of the program (to a certain extent), and the data is transferred into or out of the computer when
the outside world (as represented by the other circuits in the computer) decide to do it, and the program in the
computer may not even be aware it is happening. This is because the program counter, accumulator, and the
register pointed to byX are not involved in the DMA transfer. All that happens is thatthe hardware "steals a
cycle" from the CPU to move a byte into or out of memory directly (thus the name "Direct Memory Access").
The designers of the 1802 (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/CDP1802) made this particularly easy by setting upR0
to point to the memory location that the DMA will access. To anextent this is not true DMA but rather a "Data
Channel"; but DMA is easier to pronounce and spell, so that’swhat we will call it.

Sequence memory, then enter ProgramExample 7-1:

Example 7-1. Test DMA

1 0000: 90 REST: GHI R0 ; Initialize R1, R2, R3
2 0001: b1 PHI R1
3 0002: b2 PHI R2
4 0003: b3 PHI R3
5 0004: f8 1b LDI INTS ; R1 = Interrup PC
6 0006: a1 PLO R1
7 0007: f8 ff LDI 0FFh ; R2 = Stack (Temp Data)
8 0009: a2 PLO R2
9 000a: f8 0f LDI MAIN ; R3 = Main PC

10 000c: a3 PLO R3
11 000d: 71 DIS ; X=0, R0=000E
12 000e: 23 DB 23h ; Set X=2, P=3
13 000f: 69 MAIN: INP 1 ; Turn on TV
14 0010: 90 LOOP: GHI R0 ; Display R0
15 0011: 22 DEC R2
16 0012: 52 STR R2 ; From MEM at R2
17 0013: 64 OUT 4
18 0014: 30 10 BR LOOP
19 0016:
20 0016: ORG 1Bh
21 001b: INTS:

001bh: INTS - ( 21) 5
0010h: LOOP - ( 14) 18 18
000fh: MAIN - ( 13) 9
0000h: REST - ( 1)

To run this program, be sure your TV set is correctly connected to the ELF II video output. With the computer
reset you should see a blank screen. As soon as you switch it into Run mode, the TV should start flickering at a
rate of about once per second. If you look carefully, you should see a regular pattern flash by each time. What is
happening is that the 1861 Video display chip in your computer is asking for bytes out of memory, and whatever
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R0 points to is transferred out and displayed on your TV set.R0 is incremented each time, so the video display
slowly walks through memory. This program also outputs the high byte ofR0 on the hex display, so you see it
incrementing at the same rate the TV flickers.

If you change theINP 1 ("69") instruction in location 000F to aNOP and then run the program, the TV display
will remain off andR0 will stay at 000F. The hex display shows 00 (the high byte). Tosee the low byte, change
theGHI R0 ("90") in 0010 toGLO R0. Now change theNOP back to theINP 1 ("69") that was originally in
000F. What do you think you will see when you run the program? Obviously the TV should be no different. If
you output all the hex digits in rapid succession, the hex display should look like "88", right? Run it.

Why do you see "8A"? Notice that the right vertical bars of the"A" are dimmer than the others. Flip it into Wait
a few times. Notice that the right digit is most often "F" or "7". You may see other values like 80, 22, etc. but you
can tell that these are glitches in the display caused by switching into Wait, because they have the lower bar on in
the right digit, whereas that bar is always off when the program is running. It happens that these are the opcodes
of your program at the point you stopped it. If you display "F"and "7" in rapid succession, it looks like an "A".
If the display is more often "F", then that part will be brighter. So, we can conclude thatR0 is being incremented
by 8. Its initial value is 000F (as you saw when youNOPed theINP instruction), so the program displays 0F, 17,
1F, 27, etc. Assuming thatR0 is 000F when the 1861 begins its scan, here are the values inR0 that correspond to
each position on the TV screen (though what actually appearson the TV screen are the contents of the memory
locations pointed to byR0):

Figure 7-1. A computer’s-eye view of your TV screen

R0 gets incremented 8 times per line, so the
contents of 8 memory locations are displayed
___________________________________________

/ \
1st | | blank space
byte_____|___ | (1802 running)

| \ |
line 1 | 000F 0010 0011 0012 0013 0014 0015 0016 |
line 2 | 0017 0018 0019 001A 001B 001C 001D 001E |
line 3 | 001F 0020 0021 0022 0023 0024 0022 0026 | DMA Active
... | XXXX XXXX XXXX XXXX XXXX XXXX XXXX XXXX | (1861 running)
line 127 | 03FF 0400 0401 0402 0403 0404 0405 0406 |
line 128 | 0407 0408 0409 040A 040B 040C 040D 040E |

| / |
1024th___|_____________________________________/ | blank space
byte | | (1802 running)

\___________________________________________/
^-- the address in R0 ends in "F" or

"7" at the start of each line

On your TV set, only a small portion of the screen is used by the1861. This represents about half of the
available time for the TV display, so the rest of the time the 1861 is not asking the computer for data andR0 is
not being incremented. This happens after 1024 bytes have been output, so most of the timeR0 is at 000F, 040F,
080F, 0C0F or some other multiple of 400 hex (1024 decimal) plus "F". That is why "F" is brighter.

Well, this is not very interesting. However, we can also control R0 in the program. Enter the following code on
top of ProgramExample 7-1(i.e. use this code to replace the bytes at 0010-0014):

1 0000: ORG 10h
2 0010: f8 80 LOOP: LDI 80h ; Fix R0
3 0012: a0 PLO R0
4 0013: 30 10 BR LOOP ; Continuously

0010h: LOOP - ( 2) 4 4
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Now when you run the program, you will see a nice clean set of vertical bars of various widths across your TV
screen. Do you know what they are? Try different values in location 0011, and see if you can find the relationship
between what is in the memory locationR0points to and what appears on the TV screen.

Each horizontal line displayed on the TV screen is eight bytes of eight bits, or 64 bits wide. The leftmost byte
is M(R0), i.e. the contents of the memory location pointed toby R0. Next comes M(R0+1), then M(R0+2) and so
on until M(R0+7) at the right end of the line. The most significant bit in each byte (bit 7) is displayed on the left,
and the least significant (bit 0) on the right. A "1" in a bit is displayed as a white spot, and a "0" as a black spot.
Like this:

byte: M(R0) M(R0+1) M(R0+2) M(R0+3) M(R0+4) M(R0+5) M(R0+6) M(R0+7)
bits: 76543210 76543210 76543210 76543210 76543210 76543210 76543210 76543210

Let’s be sure you understand what this program is doing. First it sets upR1, R2 andR3. We useR2 to point
to temporary storage in memory. Don’t worry aboutR1 yet; I only included it to save work later when you will
expand ProgramExample 7-1into ProgramExample 7-6. R3 will be the PC. How does it get that way? (Hint:
look at the comments in the program). If you still do not understand what the 23 in location 000E is doing, go
back toControl Instructionsand review theDIS instruction.

After executing theDIS instruction,R0 contains 000F (you saw that on the display) and the next instruction
does an input from "Port 1". This happens to be recognized by the 1861 to mean “Turn on the TV display” so
it starts up, requesting bytes from the computer and displaying them. The TV screen consists of a whole bunch
of horizontal lines (you can see them if you look closely). The 1861 uses 128 of them in the middle of the
raster (which my dictionary defines as “a pattern of scanning lines covering the area upon which the image is
projected”). For each line, the 1861 asks for eight bytes of memory. While the computer is pumping these eight
bytes out to the 1861 it has no time for executing the program (all the cycles have been “stolen”), but during the
black spaces at the left and right ends of each line there is time for exactly three 2-cycle instructions. Finally, after
the 1024th byte on the 128th line, the 1861 goes to sleep (the black space at the top and bottom of the raster) and
the computer is able to do some 941 more 2-cycle instructionsbefore the 1861 starts asking for bytes again.

When we modified the program to forceR0 to be some particular value, then every time the 1861 asked for a
block of eight bytes it got thesame block, so every line was the same. Instead of 1024 bytes, we used just 8 bytes
for the entire screen. We can take advantage of this trick to save memory, so instead of needing 1024 bytes to hold
the picture being displayed we can make do with only 48. The result will be that instead of being only one raster
line high, each picture element (also called apixel) will be 25 lines high. That is, we will display the first 8-byte
line 25 times, then the second 8-byte line 25 times, etc. so that by the time we reach the 128th line, we have only
used 48 bytes.

The next program is added on top of ProgramExample 7-1. In other words, if ProgramExample 7-1is still in
memory, then just step over it (in Examine mode) to location 000F and then start entering ProgramExample 7-2.
If not, key in the first fifteen bytes of ProgramExample 7-1, and then begin entering ProgramExample 7-2. Notice
that three bytes are missing at 0021-0023. Don’t worry aboutputting anything there. (Why?)

Example 7-2. TV Display Driver

1 0000: ORG 0Fh
2 000f: 69 IN: INP 1 ; Turn on TV
3 0010: 34 10 SYNEF1: B1 SYNEF1 ; Synchronize EF1
4 0012: f8 14 SYNC: LDI 14h ; =20 Decimal
5 0014: 3c 14 L14: BN1 L14 ; Wait for new EF1
6 0016: ff 02 L16: SMI 02h ; Measure size
7 0018: 34 16 B1 L16 ; 12 or 28 instructions
8 001a: fe SHL ; 20-28 is negative
9 001b: 33 12 BDF SYNC ; Too long = no DMA

10 001d: 93 GHI R3 ; Fix R0
11 001e: b0 PHI R0
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12 001f: 30 24 BR DONT
13 0021: ;;
14 0021: ;; Display Refresh
15 0021: ;;
16 0021: ORG 24h
17 0024: 3c 24 DONT: BN1 DONT
18 0026: f8 c8 LDI BUFF ; Set up R0
19 0028: 34 28 L28: B1 L28 ; Wait for display
20 002a: a0 ROW: PLO R0
21 002b: ;; DMA HERE
22 002b: a0 PLO R0 ; Reset R0
23 002c: b7 PHI R7
24 002d: f8 0b LDI 11 ; =(Raster count-3) / 2
25 002f: ;; ...
26 002f: a7 PLO R7 ; R7 low is counter
27 0030: 97 GHI R7 ; Keep fixing R0
28 0031: a0 PLO R0
29 0032: ;; ...
30 0032: 27 REPT: DEC R7 ; Count rasters
31 0033: 97 GHI R7 ; Keep fixing R0
32 0034: a0 PLO R0
33 0035: ;; ...
34 0035: a0 PLO R0
35 0036: 87 GLO R7 ; Check the count:
36 0037: 3a 32 BNZ REPT ; Two rasters per loop
37 0039: ;; ...
38 0039: 80 GLO R0 ; If last time,
39 003a: 3c 2a BN1 ROW ; (No, do it 6 times)
40 003c: a0 L3C: PLO R0 ; Just blank it
41 003d: ;; ...
42 003d: 34 3c B1 L3C ; (3 Rasters)
43 003f: 30 24 BR DONT ; Next frame
44 0041: ;;
45 0041: ORG 0C8h
46 00c8: BUFF:

00c8h: BUFF - ( 46) 18
0024h: DONT - ( 17) 12 17 43 43
000fh: IN - ( 2)
0014h: L14 - ( 5) 5
0016h: L16 - ( 6) 7
0028h: L28 - ( 19) 19
003ch: L3C - ( 40) 42
0032h: REPT - ( 30) 36
002ah: ROW - ( 20) 39
0012h: SYNC - ( 4) 9
0010h: SYNEF1 - ( 3) 3

This program is a little tricky. First, you need to know that the 1861 sets EF1 during the last four lines of the
display on the TV, and also for an equal time just before the first line of the display. So this program uses theB1
andBN1 instructions to keep track of where the 1861 thinks it is. Unfortunately, the "first 4 lines" and "last 4
lines" flags look the same to the 1802 (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/CDP1802), so it is possible that the program
might think the TV is in the display part of its cycle when it isactually in the vertical blanking (the black at the
top and bottom), and vice versa. The display will not work right if this is so, so we cannot let it happen.

Since the EF1 flag is trueduring the last four lines of the display, that means that on that occasion the computer
can execute only 12 instructions (three for each line). On the other hand, before the display starts, the same amount
of time is good for 28 instructions (7 each, for four lines). So we (that is, the computer, at our command) will
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count the number of instructions that can be executed while EF1 is true. We start the counter at 20 (decimal) in
location 0012. Then each time we look and see EF1 true we subtract two, for the two instructions in the loop.
When EF1 goes false, we look to see if the counter inD went negative. If so, we go back and try again to get the
other end of the display. To convince yourself that this works you might try the program a few times after putting
a Branch Never (hex 38) in place of theBDF at 001B.

The main part of this program waits for the signal from EF1 telling that the display is about to start, then loads
R0 with the address 00C8. The low byte ofR0 is also saved in the high byte ofR7. R7 also contains, in its low
byte, a counter of the number of lines left to be repeated. Theprogram continually copies the same address into
R0, counting the number of times; when the count reaches zero, we letR0 advance to the next block of eight and
repeat. After five of these, EF1 comes on again, so we hold the last line until EF1 goes away, then go back to the
beginning.

Each place in the program with three dots ("...") marks wherethe 1861 is going to ask for a block of eight bytes.
By carefully counting the number of instructions in the loops you can be sure that the program and the hardware
play together in synchronism. We have to be sure thatR0 gets reset (backed up by 8) once for each block except
the last line in a group: You will notice aPLO R0 between every pair of dots, but after the last in the group is also
a GLO R0 (so you put back what was already there). The timing is tricky; reading the 1861 data sheet may help
you to understand what is required.

In between thesePLOs are the instructions that set up the counter inR7, and that count the lines. You should
have no trouble understanding this part of the program. We are breaking the 128 lines into five blocks of 25 lines
each. The few instructions we have between the first three lines are used in putting an 11 in the counter, then every
two lines following them we count down by one. This accounts for 125 of the 128 lines, so we know that we are
in the last four (i.e. EF1 is on) when the counter hits zero.

When you run this program, you will see several tall blocks orvertical bars with notches. You can put blocks of
black and white (like, say, a checkerboard pattern) on the display by storing patterns of "FF" and "00" in memory
between 00C8 and 00F7. Try it to get a feel for what the next program needs to do.

As you can see, this is still not very interesting. Key in ProgramExample 7-3on top of ProgramExample 7-2.
Notice that it replaces the last branch in 003F, and continues from there.

Example 7-3. Seconds Clock

1 0000: DONT: EQU 024h
2 0000: BUFF: EQU 0C8h ; Empty buffer space
3 0000: BRIT: EQU 0CCh
4 0000: BEND: EQU 0F8h
5 0000:
6 0000: ORG 03Fh
7 003f: 90 GHI R0
8 0040: b7 PHI R7
9 0041: f8 c7 LDI FRCT ; Point to frame count

10 0043: a7 PLO R7 ; R7 is available
11 0044: 07 LDN R7
12 0045: fc 01 ADI 1 ; Bump counter
13 0047: 57 STR R7
14 0048: ff 3d SMI 61 ; Mod 61
15 004a: 3b 24 BNF DONT ; Not over
16 004c: e7 SEX R7
17 004d: 73 STXD ; Roll over
18 004e: f0 LDX ; To seconds
19 004f: fc 03 ADI 3
20 0051: 57 STR R7
21 0052: 3b 69 BNF UNIT ; Go display
22 0054: f8 e2 LDI -30 ; Roll over
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23 0056: 73 STXD
24 0057: f0 LDX ; To tens
25 0058: fc 03 ADI 3
26 005a: 57 STR R7
27 005b: fc 0c ADI 12 ; (Overflow at 60)
28 005d: 3b 62 BNF TENS
29 005f: f8 e2 LDI -30 ; One minute!
30 0061: 57 STR R7
31 0062: ;; Could do minutes, hours...
32 0062: f8 c8 TENS: LDI BUFF ; Point to left digit
33 0064: 30 6b BR UNIT+2
34 0066: f8 c6 LDI SECS ; (Point to counter)
35 0068: a7 PLO R7
36 0069: f8 cc UNIT: LDI BRIT ; Or right digit
37 006b: a0 PLO R0 ; R0 points into buffer
38 006c: 47 LDA R7 ; Point to digits
39 006d: fc ac ADI TABL ; (Table offset)
40 006f: a7 PLO R7
41 0070: 47 DOWN: LDA R7 ; Get dots
42 0071: 52 STR R2 ; (Save)
43 0072: e2 SEX R2
44 0073: f0 HALF: LDX ; Convert a dot
45 0074: fe SHL ; From a bit
46 0075: 52 STR R2
47 0076: 75 SDB ; =00 IF DF=1, =FF IF DF=0
48 0077: 50 STR R0 ; Store into buffer
49 0078: 10 INC R0
50 0079: 80 GLO R0
51 007a: fa 03 ANI 3 ; Do this 4 times
52 007c: 3a 73 BNZ HALF ; (9*4 instructions)
53 007e: 10 INC R0 ; Skip over the other side
54 007f: 10 INC R0 ; of the screen
55 0080: 10 INC R0 ; to the next line
56 0081: 10 INC R0
57 0082: f0 LDX ; Check for second 4 bits
58 0083: 3a 73 BNZ HALF ; ((36+6)*2)
59 0085: 80 GLO R0
60 0086: ff f8 SMI BEND ; Check against buffer end
61 0088: 3b 70 BNF DOWN ; ((84+6)*3)
62 008a: 32 66 BZ UNIT-3 ; ((270+9)*2)
63 008c: 30 24 BR DONT ; Max total <600 instructions
64 008e: ;;
65 008e: ;; Dot table for rights
66 008e: ;;
67 008e: da aa df DB 0DAh,0AAh,0DFh ; 0
68 0091: d9 dd 8f DB 0D9h,0DDh,08Fh ; 1
69 0094: 9e db 8f DB 09Eh,0DBh,08Fh ; 2
70 0097: 9e de 9f DB 09Eh,0DEh,09Fh ; 3
71 009a: ea a8 ef DB 0EAh,0A8h,0EFh ; 4
72 009d: 8b 9e 9f DB 08Bh,09Eh,09Fh ; 5
73 00a0: cb 9a df DB 0CBh,09Ah,0DFh ; 6
74 00a3: 8e db bf DB 08Eh,0DBh,0BFh ; 7
75 00a6: da da df DB 0DAh,0DAh,0DFh ; 8
76 00a9: de ce df DB 0DEh,0CEh,0DFh ; 9
77 00ac:
78 00ac: TABL:
79 00ac:
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80 00ac: ORG 0C5h
81 00c5: ;; Time counters and display buffer
82 00c5: e2 STEN: DB 0E2h ; Must initialize
83 00c6: e2 SECS: DB 0E2h
84 00c7: 00 FRCT: DB 0

00f8h: BEND - ( 4) 60
00cch: BRIT - ( 3) 36
00c8h: BUFF - ( 2) 32
0024h: DONT - ( 1) 15 63 63
0070h: DOWN - ( 41) 61
00c7h: FRCT - ( 84) 9
0073h: HALF - ( 44) 52 58
00c6h: SECS - ( 83) 34
00c5h: STEN - ( 82)
00ach: TABL - ( 78) 39
0062h: TENS - ( 32) 28
0069h: UNIT - ( 36) 21 33 62

Notice that there is a large gap between the "Dot Table" and the last three bytes. Do not neglect those last three
bytes at 00C5-00C7, or the program will blow up. Can you guesswhat this program will do before you run it?
(Hint: look at the comments!) Try it, then after you get it started and can get unglued from watching it, we will
take a walk through the code.

This program is quite complicated and I will not try to explain every detail to you. But if you can figure it out,
you have gone a long way toward understanding the 1802 (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/CDP1802)!The important
thing to remember is that a TV shows 60 pictures every second.These are normally arranged in an "interlaced"
fashion to give more detail, but the 1861 does not bother withthat. It also does not do it in exactly 1/60th of a
second. Anyway, after each display frame the program increments a counter (in location 00C7). When the counter
goes over 61 it is knocked back down to 0 (61 turns out to be slightly more accurate than 60). This happens almost
exactly once every second, so the program builds a "digital clock" around that counter!

When I program a counter, I can count from any number to any other number that will fit in the memory or
register(s) I am using. In the display driver we counteddown from 11; the frame counter countsup from zero.
When counting seconds we count up from -30, but count by threes. That way, after ten seconds the counter will
hit zero, which is an easy condition to test in the program, and we can set it back to -30. I chose to count up by
threes because it takes exactly three bytes to specify the dots for one digit on the display (four dots wide, six dots
tall, total 24 dots = 24 bits = 3 bytes). Thus at each second I can take the actual counter, add to it the address of
the dot table, then use the sum as anindex into the table (an Index is a number or a register which pointsto a
particular entry in a table of values) to fetch the dots for that digit. The minutes works the same way, except that
if it reaches -12 (by which we mean "6") we bump it back down.

Each second (except the tenth) we set up some pointers, one topoint to the rightmost four bytes of the top line
of the display buffer, and one to point into the dot table. There are four loops nested together in this program. The
inner loop, from 0073 to 007D, shifts one bit out of the byte fetched from the dot table, then stores a whole byte of
"FF" or "00" in the buffer depending on whether that bit was zero or one, respectively (note: 0 stores FF, 1 stores
00). This happens four times, or until the address inR0 is divisible by four (i.e. the right two bits are zero).

ThenR0is incremented four times and the process repeated once. This is the next level of loop, and the program
recognizes the end of this loop by the fact that all the bits were shifted out of the dots byte.

The third level of loop goes back for the other two bytes in thedots table. The program can tell it is at the end
of that loop if the buffer pointer (R0) is past the end of the buffer.

The outside loop takes care of the fact that we use the same part of the program to set up the tens digit as the
units, only that the buffer pointer is pointing to the leftmost four bytes of each line. On every tenth second, after
resetting the units to zero and incrementing the tens, the program sets up the tens digit first. Then when it finishes,
if R0 is pointing exactly at the end of the buffer (i.e. the first byte past it, 00F8), the program knows it just did
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the tens, so it goes back for the units. When it finishes the units R0 will point to 00FC (why?), so the display
formatting is finished. Take a few minutes to think through each instruction. Write down on paper what should
be in the registers (and memory) at each point. In other words, pretend you are the computer and "execute" the
program. It is good practice.

Did you know your computer could do two things at once? Well, not at exactly the same instant, but it can switch
back and forth fast enough so it seems to be doing both at the same time. Notice the numbers in parentheses in
the comments of ProgramExample 7-3. These refer to how many instructions it takes to do that partof the loop.
The outside loop is a little under 600 instructions once every ten seconds, about 300 instructions the other nine
seconds, and is not executed at all in between. That means there over 50,000 instructions just going to waste every
second! If you have nothing to use them for you have lost nothing, but sometimes you can do things in between.
If you do, however, you must be careful to get back to the display routine in time for the next frame or the picture
will be garbled. You could do this by continually testing EF1, but that is a real nuisance since you have to test it
every ten or so instructions. Or you can let the 1861interrupt you when it needs attention.

Suppose you are entertaining guests in your home and your two-year-old daughter says “I gotta go potty!” You
drop everything and tend to her needs. Then, you come back andresume your conversation where you left off. (If
you do not have a two-year-old daughter, I’m sure you can imagine what it is like). You have beeninterrupted.
Actually, when you get back the conversation may have gone onwithout you; but when the computer is interrupted
everything stops and waits for the CPU to come back and resumewhere it left off. If we program it carefully, the
program that was running need not even know it was interrupted. An interrupt then, is some external event (like
the 1861 getting ready to start its DMA) which triggers the computer to set aside what it is doing so it can tend to
the device which caused the interrupt, then return at a latertime and resume what it was doing.

Key in ProgramExample 7-4on top of ProgramExample 7-3(andExample 7-2andExample 7-1). Notice
that it is in two parts. You do not have memory sequenced to help you any more, so you will have to follow the
program listing carefully while skipping over the parts already entered.

Example 7-4. Test Interrupts

1 0000: ORG 000Fh
2 000f: c4 MAIN: NOP ; Don’t turn on TV
3 0010: 30 ac BR TEST ; Do time test
4 0012: ;;
5 0012: ;; Display refresh
6 0012: ;;
7 0012: 12 DONE: INC R2 ; X=2!
8 0013: 42 LDA R2 ; Restore DF
9 0014: f6 SHR

10 0015: 42 LDA R2 ; Restore R7
11 0016: b7 PHI R7
12 0017: 42 LDA R2
13 0018: a7 PLO R7
14 0019: 42 LDA R2 ; Now D
15 001a: 70 RET ; Restore X AND P
16 001b: c4 INTS: NOP ; Even out cycles
17 001c: 22 DEC R2 ; Push stack, to
18 001d: 78 SAV ; Save X and P (in T)
19 001e: 22 DEC R2
20 001f: 73 STXD ; Save D
21 0020: 87 GLO R7 ; Save R7
22 0021: 73 STXD
23 0022: 97 GHI R7
24 0023: 73 STXD
25 0024: 7e SHLC ; Save DF
26 0025: 73 STXD
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27 0026: ;;
28 0026: ;; Flash Q for time test
29 0026: ;;
30 0026: ORG 00ACh
31 00ac: 17 TEST: INC R7 ; Use R7
32 00ad: 97 GHI R7 ; As counter
33 00ae: 7a REQ ; Reset Q, then
34 00af: 3a ac BNZ TEST
35 00b1: 7b SEQ ; If zero, turn on Q
36 00b2: 30 ac BR TEST

0012h: DONE - ( 7)
001bh: INTS - ( 16)
000fh: MAIN - ( 2)
00ach: TEST - ( 31) 3 34 36 36

Notice that this program is approximately the same as Program Example 2-3-- that is, it blinks the Q light
once every couple seconds. Count how many you get in one minute and make a note of it. Now change theNOP
in 000F back to anINP 1 ("69") instruction, so the DMA will run. Run the program again and count how many
blinks in a minute. Why do you suppose you got fewer? You see, when the CPU takes time out to do DMA, it
cannot be running its program. Cycles are being stolen.

Now you need to make three patches. The first is to change theDIS instruction in 000D to aRET (70); this
will enable interrupts. The other two are the two branch instructions which branch to 0024; they must be changed
to branch to 0012. In other words, at 004A there should be "3B12" and at 008C there should be "3012". When I
was testing this I forgot to make those changes and wiped out half the program.

Now run it. Notice that you now get the clock back on the TV, andthe Q continues to blink, although somewhat
slower. Your computer is doing two things at once! You might want to time the Q blinks again, to see how much
time out of the blink routine the clock routine is stealing.

Before we go any further, you should take a close look at the program your computer is running. In other
words, write out on a piece of paper what is left of ProgramsExample 7-1, Example 7-2, andExample 7-3, and
where ProgramExample 7-4fits in. If it is any help, you might want to examine memory for reference. Program
Example 7-6at the end of this chapter is almost the same as what you have inmemory (except for 00AC-00C4),
and it is all in one place; you can use it for reference. I want you to particularly notice how the computer gets into
the display driver and clock routine. Perhaps it would help here to draw a flowchart.

Let’s follow the program sequence. The program starts withR0as PC. It puts addresses inR1andR3(andR2,
as you see, is just used to point to temporary data). TheRET instruction in 000D setsP=3 so that nowR3 is the
PC; this frees upR0 for DMA. R3 points to theINP instruction in 000F, then the program branches around the
display driver, to 00AC. There the computer is stuck in a tight loop, setting and resetting Q. Nowhere do we see a
branch into the display driver, except those already withinthat part of the program.R1 points to 001B, but there
is noSEP R1instruction in the program anywhere. There is no way this program can, by executing instructions,
get into the section from 0012 to 008D, and that’s a fact. But it is getting there, because you know that this is the
only part of the program that counts seconds on the TV screen!

It gets therewithout executing instructions. This is the essence of the interrupt. The Q blinking program is
paying no attention to the 1861 or the TV or EF1 at all. It just sits there and counts and blinks. Bye and bye, the
1861 decides it is time to put a new picture on the TV screen, and it pulls down on the 1802’s INTERRUPT pin.
The 1802 (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/CDP1802) finishes whatever instruction it was executing, copiesX andP
into that mysteriousT register, and forcesX=2 andP=1 just as if aDIS instruction had been executed withX
pointing to a register pointing to a byte with hex 21 in it. Butthere is no such instruction or byte. It happens kind
of like magic.

Now all of a suddenP=1, R1 is the PC, and the next instruction is in 001B. No matter that the last instruction
was in 00AE and that the next instruction was supposed to be the BNZ in 00AF (maybe; the last instruction
could equally well have been theGHI or any other instruction in that loop). There are exactly 14.5 instruction
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times before the first line of DMA comes crashing through, andthe program had better be ready. Remember,
the computer has no way of knowing where it came from, except for that savedX andP in T, so first off we
want to save it in RAM; later we will be able to do aRET referencing that byte to return control to where we
came from. We do not know if that other program was usingR2 to point to temporary data (this one was not, but
generally that is not the case), so we decrementR2 first. Notice that theSAV instruction uses the register pointed
to by X, but the interrupt setX=2. The display driver usesD and so does the blinking routine. If the blinker was
interrupted between theGHI and theBNZ (as we supposed), then if the display routine alteredD without saving
and restoring it, the blinker would malfunction. TheSTXD in 001F savesD.

Perhaps you noticed that both the blinker and the display routine useR7. Why, you might ask, when there are so
many other registers? True; I could have used separate registers, but then you would not have needed to save and
restore a register. When you write larger programs, you willrun out of registers and this will become a necessity.
Finally, the clock routine altersDF, so we shift it into the accumulator in 0024, then save the result.

Notice that all of these bytes are saved by pushing them onto astack, which is an area in memory for saving
data. TheStack Pointer points either to the next available (unused) byte or to the last stored byte; all the bytes
above the "top" of the stack contain data, and all below it areavailable. You "push" data onto the stack by
decrementing the stack pointer and storing; you "pop" data off (i.e. recover it) by incrementing and loading. In
our case,R2 is the stack pointer. There is a lot more that could be said about stacks, but you will get the idea by
looking at the program.

When the display is finished, or after formatting new digits in the display buffer, the program has to get back
to the blinker program. It does this by branching to 0012. Allthe data we saved we now recover, in the reverse
order.DF is retrieved by shifting the saved byte right,R7 is reloaded from the stack,D is retrieved, and finally
theRET instruction reloadsX andP from the byte saved, and enables the interrupts (which were disabled when
the interrupt came). At this point in timeX is still =2. RET loadsX andP, then incrementsR2. SinceR2 was
decremented before savingX andP, R2is now in the same condition it was before the interrupt. NowP=3 (because
it was reloaded) so the next instruction is (you guessed it!)theBNZ (or whatever was going to have been executed
before the interrupt).R1now points to the entry point 001B, just where we found it.R7, D, andDF have also been
carefully put back where they were. The system resumes running the blinker program, and is ready for the next
interrupt. What happens if you do not save everything and putit all back? I’m glad you asked! Key in Program
Example 7-5on top of everything else, and we shall see.

Example 7-5. Mini Diagnostic

199 Patterns read.
1 0000: ORG 00ACh
2 00ac: e7 TEST: SEX R7 ; Set up R7
3 00ad: a7 PLO R7 ; As counter
4 00ae: 3b b1 BNF PLUS
5 00b0: 17 INC R7
6 00b1: 60 PLUS: IRX
7 00b2: 7c 01 ADCI 1 ; In parallel with D
8 00b4: 3a b1 BNZ PLUS
9 00b6: e0 SEX P2 ; When D=00,

10 00b7: 87 GLO R7 ; Compare them:
11 00b8: 22 DEC R2
12 00b9: 52 STR R2
13 00ba: 64 OUT 4 ; Display difference
14 00bb: 32 bf STOP: BZ LBF ; Equal continues
15 00bd: 3f bd LBD: BN4 LBD ; Unequal waits
16 00bf: 37 bf LBF: B4 LBF ; Wait for release
17 00c1: 6c INP 4 ; Get new count
18 00c2: fe SHL ; Set DF
19 00c3: 30 ac BR TEST ; Repeat

00bdh: LBD - ( 15) 15
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00bfh: LBF - ( 16) 14 16
00b1h: PLUS - ( 6) 4 8
00bbh: STOP - ( 14)
00ach: TEST - ( 2) 19 19

As usual, try to understand what this program does before running it. There are several ways to count in the
1802 (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/CDP1802), and this program starts with the same number (inD) and counts in
two different ways, then compares the results. One way of counting is to increment a register; another is to add
one toD. In this case, whenD reaches zero, ifR7 is not also zero, then something went wrong. The purpose of
the program is to make it as easy as possible for something to go wrong, without actually forcing it. So in the loop
we will incrementR7 with the IRX instruction, and we will add one toD with theADCI instruction. Since the
initial contents ofDF affect the operation ofADCI we also make a corresponding correction to the initial value
of R7. At the end, the program outputs the difference (i.e. the lowbyte ofR7), then waits for theI key if that was
not zero. In any case a new value is input from the keyboard to become the new carry and accumulator values.

If you keyed in this program correctly, when you run it, it should display hex "00", and count time on the TV
as before. You can push various keys, and while that will affect the program, you will not see it.

Now change theLDA R2 in 0019 to anINC R2. What have you done? What will our new program do ifD is
not the same after an interrupt as it was before? Try it. It immediately displays some non-zero value and waits for
you to push theI key. Try entering different numbers. Does that make any difference? How about hex FF? Notice
that with hex FF it may go several seconds before erroring off.

There are fourLDA R2 instructions in the interrupt exit part of the program (0012-001A). When we changed
one of them to anINC R2 it meant that theD register was no longer being restored at the end of the interrupt. Put
that one back and change one of the others. Notice the variousfailures. I hope you are getting a feel for the kinds
of errors that an improper interrupt service routine can cause. You should be especially aware that these kinds of
errors are very intermittent: they only show up if the unrestored register is in the process of being used when the
interrupt comes. You should notice that I carefully arranged that your testing didnot affectR2. If the stack pointer
does not get restored correctly, not only does the main program have errors, but everything in memory is likely to
get wiped out! We call this condition astack fault. You might try it if you feel like re-keying your program in.
Notice that losing an Increment may be different than losinga Decrement.

The faults that you have been simulating resemble those thatalso show up when there is something wrong with
the hardware. This does not occur very often, but if it does, it is nice to be able to devise a program which will
isolate the fault. We call such a program adiagnosticbecause it helps us to "diagnose" the problem.

There is another characteristic of these 1861 programs thatI have not yet discussed; timing. Why, for example,
is there aNOP in 001B and nowhere else? The reason is that all of the instructions whose left hex digit is C take
half again as long to execute as all other instructions. Specifically, all long branches, long skips, andNOP take
three cycles, and all other instructions take only two cycles. The interrupt, on the other hand, takes only one cycle.
The timing for the 1861 is somewhat critical; even a one cycleerror causes a line of displayed data to shift or
jitter to one side. So we balance out the 1-cycle interrupt with a 3-cycleNOP. You can see the consequences of a
timing error for yourself by changing thatNOP to something else likeSEX R2(X=2 already, so this is amounts to
a two-cycleNOP instead of three). Do you see how your picture is skewed? Put theNOP back and try changing
the BZ instruction in 00BB to aSEX R2 followed by LSZ. See what that does to your picture? (Try pushing
various keys). When using the 1861, you should avoid all 3-cycle instructions except for those at certain points in
the interrupt service routine.

The program you now have in memory should be the same as Program Example 7-6.

EXERCISES

1. ProgramExample 7-6counts up. There are several ways you might modify this to count down. One
would be to subtract three from the units and tens counters instead of adding three. What else must
be done to make this idea work? Is there room in the program to insert the additional add or subtract
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instruction to compare for wraparound in the units digit? How could you change the program so that it
counts down from +30? Would this be longer or shorter? Try it.

2. Another way to display seconds counting down is rename thedigits so that when the counter has a value
corresponding to "0" you display "9". Likewise, you’d interchange "1" and "8", "2" and "7", and so on.
What does this do to the tens digit? How can you change the program so that the tens will count down
from 5 to 0, and not 9 to 4? Try your suggestion.

3. There are three dots at location 0062 representing what must be done to count minutes. Modify the
program to do this, and to display minutes instead of seconds. Hours?

4. What changes could you make to this program to make a "stopwatch" out of it? That is, when you push
the I key it counts and when you release it it stops. When it is stopped it should continue to display
the last count, but the internal registers should be set to some value which corresponds to zero. I would
suggest forcing them to: 59 seconds, 60 frames each time the display routine ends with EF4 false, and
counting normally if EF4 is true.

Real stopwatches have a double-action button: The first timeyou push it the watch is started; when
it is pushed a second time the watch stops. Can you think of a way to do this? Hint: Assign a memory
location, one bit of which has the same significance as EF4 used to. Every time you pushI the bit is
complemented. Caution: You cannot just complement it everytime you go by with EF4 true, because
you may go by several times for a single button push. Do you need more memory to do this?

5. Ideally we would like our digital clock to display hours, minutes, and seconds. 256 bytes may not be not
enough for such a program. Also you will need to figure out how to display the numbers smaller, such
as by making the dots only two bits wide instead of eight, and only eight lines high instead of 25. Note:
Plan on quite a bit of time to do this one. It is not easy. Also watch out for trying to do too much in one
interrupt time. If you take too long you will not be ready to respond to the next interrupt.

Example 7-6. TV Digital Clock

1 0000: BUFF: EQU 00C8h
2 0000: BRIT: EQU 00CCh
3 0000: BEND: EQU 00F8h
4 0000:
5 0000: 90 REST: GHI R0 ; Initialize R1, R2, R3
6 0001: b1 PHI R1
7 0002: b2 PHI R2
8 0003: b3 PHI R3
9 0004: f8 1b LDI INTS ; R1 = Interrupt PC

10 0006: a1 PLO R1
11 0007: f8 ff LDI 0FFh ; R2 = stack
12 0009: a2 PLO R2
13 000a: f8 0f LDI MAIN ; R3 = main PC
14 000c: a3 PLO R3
15 000d: 70 RET ; X=0!
16 000e: 23 DB 023h ; Set X=2, P=3
17 000f: 69 MAIN: INP 1 ; Turn on TV
18 0010: 30 ac BR TEST ; Do diagnostic
19 0012: ;;
20 0012: ;; Display refresh
21 0012: ;;
22 0012: 12 DONE: INC R2 ; Assume X=2!
23 0013: 42 LDA R2 ; Restore DF
24 0014: f6 SHR
25 0015: 47 LDA R7 ; Restore R7
26 0016: b7 PHI R7
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27 0017: 42 LDA R2
28 0018: a7 PLO R7
29 0019: 42 LDA R2 ; Now D
30 001a: 70 RET ; Restore X and P
31 001b: c4 INTS: NOP ; Even out cycles
32 001c: 22 DEC R2 ; Push stack, to
33 001d: 78 SAV ; save X and P (in T)
34 001e: 22 DEC R2
35 001f: 73 STXD ; Save D
36 0020: 87 GLO R7 ; Save R7
37 0021: 73 STXD
38 0022: 97 GHI R7
39 0023: 73 STXD
40 0024: 7e SHLC ; Save DF
41 0025: 73 STXD
42 0026: f8 c8 LDI BUFF ; Set up R0
43 0028: 34 28 L28: B1 L28 ; Wait for display
44 002a: a0 ROW: PLO R0
45 002b: ;; ... DMA here
46 002b: a0 PLO R0 ; Reset R0
47 002c: b7 PHI R7
48 002d: f8 0b LDI 11 ; (Raster count - 3)/2
49 002f: ;; ...
50 002f: a7 PLO R7
51 0030: 97 GHI R7 ; Keep fixing R0
52 0031: a0 PLO R0
53 0032:
54 0032: 27 REPT: DEC R7 ; Counter rasters
55 0033: 97 GHI R7
56 0034: a0 PLO R0
57 0035: ;; ...
58 0035: a0 PLO R0
59 0036: 87 GLO R7 ; Two lines per loop
60 0037: 3a 32 BNZ REPT
61 0039: ;; ...
62 0039: 80 GLO R0 ; If last time,
63 003a: 3c 2a BN1 ROW
64 003c: a0 L3C: PLO R0 ; Just blank it
65 003d: ;; ...
66 003d: 34 3c B1 L3C ; (3 lines)
67 003f: ;;
68 003f: ;; Seconds Clock
69 003f: ;;
70 003f: 90 GHI R0
71 0040: b7 PHI R7
72 0041: f8 c7 LDI FRCT ; Point to frame count
73 0043: a7 PLO R7 ; R7 is available
74 0044: 07 LDN R7
75 0045: fc 01 ADI 1 ; Bum counter
76 0047: 57 STR R7
77 0048: ff 3d SMI 61 ; Mod 61
78 004a: 3b 12 BNF DONE ; Not over
79 004c: e7 SEX R7
80 004d: 73 STXD ; Roll over
81 004e: f0 LDX ; to seconds
82 004f: fc 03 ADI 3
83 0051: 57 STR R7
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84 0052: 3b 69 BNF UNIT ; Go display
85 0054: f8 e2 LDI -30 ; Roll over
86 0056: 73 STXD
87 0057: f0 LDX ; to tens
88 0058: fc 03 ADI 3
89 005a: 57 STR R7
90 005b: fc 0c ADI 12 ; (overflow ar 60)
91 005d: 3b 62 BNF TENS
92 005f: f8 e2 LDI -30 ; one minute!
93 0061: 57 STR R7
94 0062: ;; .. Could do minutes, hours...
95 0062: f8 c8 TENS: LDI BUFF ; Point to left digit
96 0064: 30 6b BR UNIT+2
97 0066: f8 c6 LDI SECS ; (Point to counter)
98 0068: a7 PLO R7
99 0069: f8 cc UNIT: LDI BRIT ; Or right digit

100 006b: a0 PLO R0
101 00*** ERROR 169: Invalid opcode >> END

6c: 47 LDA R7 ; Point to digits
102 006d: fc ac ADI TABL ; (Table Offset)
103 006f: a7 PLO R7
104 0070: 47 DOWN: LDA R7 ; get dots
105 0071: 52 STR R2 ; (Save)
106 0072: e2 SEX R2
107 0073: f0 HALF: LDX ; Convert a dot
108 0074: fe SHL ; From a bit
109 0075: 52 STR R2
110 0076: 75 SDB ; =00 if DF=1, =FF id DF=0
111 0077: 50 STR R0 ; Store into buffer
112 0078: 10 INC R0
113 0079: 80 GLO R0
114 007a: fa 03 ANI 3 ; Do this 4 times
115 007c: 3a 73 BNZ HALF ; (9*4 instructions)
116 007e: 10 INC R0
117 007f: 10 INC R0
118 0080: 10 INC R0
119 0081: 10 INC R0
120 0082: f0 LDX ; Check for second 4 bits
121 0083: 3a 73 BNZ HALF ; ((36+6)*2)
122 0085: 80 GLO R0 ; Repeat if this was left
123 0086: ff f8 SMI BEND
124 0088: 3b 70 BNF DOWN ; ((84+6)*3)
125 008a: 32 66 BZ UNIT-3 ; ((270+9)*2)
126 008c: 30 12 BR DONE ; Max total <600 instructions
127 008e: ;;
128 008e: ;; Dot table for digits
129 008e: ;;
130 008e: da aa df DB 0DAh, 0AAh, 0DFh ; 0
131 0091: d9 dd 8f DB 0D9h, 0DDh, 08Fh ; 1
132 0094: 9e db 8f DB 09Eh, 0DBh, 08Fh ; 2
133 0097: 9e de 9f DB 09Eh, 0DEh, 09Fh ; 3
134 009a: ea a8 ef DB 0EAh, 0A8h, 0EFh ; 4
135 009d: 8b 9e 9f DB 08Bh, 09Eh, 09Fh ; 5
136 00a0: cb 9a df DB 0CBh, 09Ah, 0DFh ; 6
137 00a3: 8e db bf DB 08Eh, 0DBh, 0BFh ; 7
138 00a6: da da df DB 0DAh, 0DAh, 0DFh ; 8
139 00a9: de ce df DB 0DEh, 0CEh, 0DFh ; 9
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140 00ac:
141 00ac: TABL:
142 00ac: ;;
143 00ac: ;; Mini Diagnostic
144 00ac: ;;
145 00ac: e7 TEST: SEX R7 ; Set up R7
146 00ad: a7 PLO R7 ; as counter
147 00ae: 3b b1 BNF PLUS
148 00b0: 17 INC R7
149 00b1: 60 PLUS: IRX
150 00b2: 7c 01 ADCI 1 ; In parallel with D
151 00b4: 3a b1 BNZ PLUS
152 00b6: e2 SEX R2 ; When D=00,
153 00b7: 87 GLO R7 ; compare them:
154 00b8: 22 DEC R2
155 00b9: 52 STR R2
156 00ba: 64 OUT 4 ; Display difference
157 00bb: 32 bf BZ LBF ; Equal continues,
158 00bd: 3f bd LBD: BN4 LBD ; enequal waits
159 00bf: 37 bf LBF: B4 LBF ; Wait for release
160 00c1: 6c INP 4 ; Get new count
161 00c2: fe SHL ; Set DF
162 00c3: 30 ac BR TEST ; Repeat
163 00c5: ;;
164 00c5: ;; Time counters and display buffer
165 00c5: ;;
166 00c5: e2 STEN: DB 0E2h ; Must initialize
167 00c6: e2 SECS: DB 0E2h
168 00c7: 00 FRCT: DB 0
169 00c8: END

00f8h: BEND - ( 3) 123
00cch: BRIT - ( 2) 99
00c8h: BUFF - ( 1) 42 95
0012h: DONE - ( 22) 78 126
0070h: DOWN - ( 104) 124
00c7h: FRCT - ( 168) 72
0073h: HALF - ( 107) 115 121
001bh: INTS - ( 31) 9
0028h: L28 - ( 43) 43
003ch: L3C - ( 64) 66
00bdh: LBD - ( 158) 158
00bfh: LBF - ( 159) 157 159
000fh: MAIN - ( 17) 13
00b1h: PLUS - ( 149) 147 151
0032h: REPT - ( 54) 60
0000h: REST - ( 5)
002ah: ROW - ( 44) 63
00c6h: SECS - ( 167) 97
00c5h: STEN - ( 166)
00ach: TABL - ( 141) 102
0062h: TENS - ( 95) 91
00ach: TEST - ( 145) 18 162 162
0069h: UNIT - ( 99) 84 96 125
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MNEM NAME OPCODE CYCLES
ADC Add with Carry 74 2
ADCI b Add with Carry Immediate 7C bb 2
ADD Add F4 2
ADI b Add Immediate FC bb 2
AND Logical AND F2 2
ANI b AND Immediate FA bb 2
B1 a Branch on External Flag 1 34 aa 2
B2 a Branch on External Flag 2 35 aa 2
B3 a Branch on External Flag 3 36 aa 2
B4 a Branch on External Flag 4 37 aa 2
BDF a Branch if DF is 1 33 aa 2
BN1 a Branch on Not External Flag 1 3C aa 2
BN2 a Branch on Not External Flag 2 3D aa 2
BN3 a Branch on Not External Flag 3 3E aa 2
BN4 a Branch on Not External Flag 4 3F aa 2
BNF a Branch if DF is 0 3B aa 2
BNQ a Branch if Q is off 39 aa 2
BNZ a Branch on Not Zero 3A aa 2
BQ a Branch if Q is on 31 aa 2
BR a Branch unconditionally 30 aa 2
BZ a Branch on Zero 32 aa 2
DEC r Decrement Register 2r 2
DIS Return and Disable Interrupts 71 2
GHI r Get High byte of Register 9r 2
GLO r Get Low byte of Register 8r 2
IDL Idle 00 2
INC r Increment Register 1r 2
INP p Input to memory and D (for p = 9 to F) 6p 2
IRX Increment R(X) 60 2
LBDF aa Long Branch if DF is 1 C3 aaaa 3
LBNF aa Long Branch if DF is 0 CB aaaa 3
LBNQ aa Long Branch if Q is off C9 aaaa 3
LBNZ aa Long Branch if Not Zero CA aaaa 3
LBQ aa Long Branch if Q is on C1 aaaa 3
LBR aa Long Branch unconditionally C0 aaaa 3
LBZ aa Long Branch if Zero C2 aaaa 3
LDA r Load D and Advance 4r 2
LDI b Load D Immediate F8 bb 2
LDN r Load D via N (for r = 1 to F) 0r 2
LDX Load D via R(X) F0 2
LDXA Load D via R(X) and Advance 72 2
LSDF Long Skip if DF is 1 CF 3
LSIE Long Skip if Interrupts Enabled CC 3
LSKP Long Skip C8 3
LSNF Long Skip if DF is 0 C7 3
LSNQ Long Skip if Q is off C5 3
LSNZ Long Skip if Not Zero C6 3
LSQ Long Skip if Q is on CD 3
LSZ Long Skip if Zero CE 3
MARK Save X and P in T 79 2
NOP No Operation C4 3
OR Logical OR F1 2
ORI b OR Immediate F9 bb 2
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OUT p Output from memory (for p = 1 to 7) 6p 2
PHI r Put D in High byte of register Br 2
PLO r Put D in Low byte of register Ar 2
REQ Reset Q 7A 2
RET Return 70 2
SAV Save T 78 2
SD Subtract D from memory F5 2
SDB Subtract D from memory with Borrow 75 2
SDBI b Subtract D with Borrow, Immediate 7D bb 2
SDI b Subtract D from memory Immediate byte FD bb 2
SEP r Set P Dr 2
SEQ Set Q 7B 2
SEX r Set X Er 2
SHL Shift D Left FE 2
SHLC Shift D Left with Carry 7E 2
SHR Shift D Right F6 2
SHRC Shift D Right with Carry 76 2
SKP Skip one byte 38 2
SM Subtract Memory from D F7 2
SMB Subtract Memory from D with Borrow 77 2
SMBI b Subtract Memory with Borrow, Immediate 7F bb 2
SMI b Subtract Memory from D, Immediate FF bb 2
STR r Store D into memory 5r 2
STXD Store D via R(X) and Decrement 73 2
XOR Exclusive OR F3 2
XRI b Exclusive OR, Immediate FB bb 2
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Numbers
People think in decimal numbers, using the ten digits 0, 1, 2,3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, and 9. It turns out that computers are
easier to make if they use binary numbers, which have only twodigits: 0 and 1.

In decimal, you count 1, 2, ... 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, ... and so on. Assoon as you have used the last available decimal
digit in the units digit position, you go back to zero in that digit and increase the next digit to its left by one.
Binary works the same way, except that we run out of digits much sooner: In binary, you count 1, 10, 11, 100,
101, 110, 111, 1000, and so on.

Any number we happen to think of can be written in binary. All that is necessary is to count in binary at the
same time as you count in ordinary decimal, and when you reachthe number you were thinking of in decimal,
the binary number you reached at the same time is the same number in binary. This is a little slow (something
like counting on your fingers). It works, but we would like to do it faster, so let’s look for another analogy with
decimal numbers.

When you talk about ninety-nine dollars, you do not mean thatyou are counting the dollars from one to ninety-
nine. Rather, you think of writing a "9" which means "nine ten-dollar bills" and another "9" next to it which means
"nine one-dollar bills". And for numbers over a hundred, youwrite a single digit which counts the hundreds. There
is a peculiar similarity to the way we write one, ten, a hundred, etc: (1, 10, 100...). Notice that it is a "1" followed
by some number of zeros. We can do the same in binary: 1, 10, 100... Only now, instead of being powers of ten,
they represent powers of two. In decimal you multiply ten times itself four times to get ten thousand. In binary
you multiply two times itself four times to get sixteen, but it is written the same way: 10000.

So we can think of a binary number as some number of ones, plus some number of twos, plus some number of
fours, plus some number of eights, and so on. This is just likedecimal, where a number is some number of ones
plus some number of tens plus some number of hundreds, etc. Indecimal you can have any number of each from
zero to nine (because those are the digits you have to write it), but in binary you can have only zero or one of each.

Let us look at that ninety-nine again. We could say that it is the same as one 64 plus one 32 plus no 16 plus no
8 plus no 4 plus one 2 plus one 1. We can write this as:

decimal binary
1 x 64 = 64 = 1000000
1 x 32 = 32 = 100000
0 x l6 = 0 = 0
0 x 8 = 0 = 0
0 x 4 = 0 = 0
1 x 2 = 2 = 10
1 x 1 = 1 = 1

-- -------
99 1100011

Notice how many more digits it takes to write "1100011" than "99"! We are all much too lazy to do all that
writing, so we bunch the binary digits into groups of four, and give them special names, which curiously happen
to match the decimal numbers to some degree. Of course there are sixteen combinations of four binary digits, so
we run out of decimal digits to name them with and so use the letters A, B, C, D, E, and F for the last six. We call
this thehexadecimalnumber system, because there are sixteen possible digits (instead of ten or two). Everything
else works the same way. Of course each digit represents somenumber of a power of sixteen (such as one, sixteen,
two-hundred-fifty-six, etc.).

The computer uses binary inside. We use decimal outside. So we often use hexadecimal to communicate with
the computer as a "bridge" between the two systems.
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Appendix B. Binary and Hexadecimal Numbers

As far as the computer is concerned, hexadecimal is only a wayof writing binary. Hexadecimal isnot "only a
way of writing decimal." You have to do some arithmetic to convert it. For small numbers, use the following table
(which you’ll soon memorize):

Decimal Hex Binary
0 0 0
1 1 1
2 2 10
3 3 11
4 4 100
5 5 101
6 6 110
7 7 111
8 8 1000
9 9 1001

10 A 1010
11 B 1011
12 C 1100
13 D 1101
14 E 1110
15 F 1111

To convert hexadecimal to decimal, you multiply each successive hex digit by its respective power of sixteen,
then add the products. To convert from decimal to hexadecimal, you divide the decimal number by the largest
possible power of sixteen; the quotient is the first hex digit; dividing the remainder by successively smaller powers
of sixteen will give you the rest of the digits. These are the powers of sixteen you will need for this book:

Decimal Hexadecimal
65536 10000
4096 1000
256 100
16 10
1 1

EXERCISES

1. Convert 1234 from decimal to hex.

1234 / 256 = 4 remainder 46
46 / 16 = 2 remainder 14
14 / 1 = E (14) remainder 0

^-- 42E is equivalent hex number

2. Convert 66666 from decimal to hex.

66666 / 65536 = 1 remainder 1130
1130 / 4096 = 0 remainder 1130
1130 / 256 = 4 remainder 106
106 / 16 = 6 remainder 10
10 / 1 = A remainder 0

^-- 1046A is equivalent hex number

3. Convert 1234 from hexadecimal to decimal.

1234 = 1x4096 + 2x256 + 3x16 + 4x1
= 4096 + 512 + 48 + 4
= 4660 in decimal
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Appendix C. Coding Form
Program Name__________________________ Date__________________ Page____ of____

ADDRESS CODE LABEL MNEMONIC OPERAND COMMENTS

_._._.0 _._ _._._._ _._._._ _._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._

_._._.1 _._ _._._._ _._._._ _._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._

_._._.2 _._ _._._._ _._._._ _._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._

_._._.3 _._ _._._._ _._._._ _._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._

_._._.4 _._ _._._._ _._._._ _._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._

_._._.5 _._ _._._._ _._._._ _._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._

_._._.6 _._ _._._._ _._._._ _._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._

_._._.7 _._ _._._._ _._._._ _._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._

_._._.8 _._ _._._._ _._._._ _._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._

_._._.9 _._ _._._._ _._._._ _._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._

_._._.A _._ _._._._ _._._._ _._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._

_._._.B _._ _._._._ _._._._ _._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._

_._._.C _._ _._._._ _._._._ _._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._

_._._.D _._ _._._._ _._._._ _._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._

_._._.E _._ _._._._ _._._._ _._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._

_._._.F _._ _._._._ _._._._ _._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._
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